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TWO NOTABLE BOOKS! 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice 
Artistically and Hygienically. 
Liberal Reduction in Quantities. 
Beautiful tunes—Charming melodies, by the foremost church 
music composers; intended specially for church choirs on various 
occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. Not a 
Hymnal, nor for use in the pew, but in the choir. Also just 
the thing for musical family circles. 
4&~To Organists and Choirmasters: Send 90 cents for 
a sample copy. You may find it just what you want to brighten up 
your services. 
For Either of the Above, Address 
5. B.—This is a revised and enlarged edition of 
the well-known book,The Old Kalian School of 
Singing,” which is out of print. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
l/nci CD SPECIALIST FOR ALL VOICE DEFECTS, keeps bis Studio open also in the snm- 
LEO KUFLEn, ,ner to students of the Art of Singing, in all branches, and of Organ Flaying. 
Apply by letter. 8# VESEY STREET, SEW YORK CITY. j 
LADIES FROM ABROAD can be accoimnodateil with board at his residence. Address, 
MRS. L. RAYMOND KOFLER, 279 Carlton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Undoubted Success, Useful to All, 
is a multiple copying 
device, provided: sim¬ 
ple, efficient, and inex« 
pensive. 
THE EXPRESS DU¬ 
PLICATOR is that ap¬ 
paratus. Reproduces a 
large number of exact 
copies from- any and 
every writing, Music, 
etc.; much different, 
quicker, and better 
than other processes. 
IOO COPIES FROM ANY MUSIC MS 
IN 20 MINUTES. 
specimen and information of 
C. BENSINGER & CO., 
612 Dey Street, Corner Broadway New York. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPIENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game. . 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who siug; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all 
who are interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even it not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to Btudy music will find it to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons 
Price 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE 
STUDENT’S TECHNICON. 
PRICE $12. 
The inadequate results from technical exercises ai the piano are well known to piano players, and form 
the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
Science, having investigated this 
subject, has discovered and can explain 
the reasons of such uneconomical re¬ 
sults, and can now supply at a cheap 
cost a better and more direct process 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per¬ 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them¬ 
selves and their pupils. 
As this new method marks a mast important reform in technical teach¬ 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N. Y., 
upon “Sensitive Piano Touch, and Ways and Means to its Acquire¬ 
ment,” sent free, on application to 
J. HOWARD FOOTE, 
Sole Agent for the Brotherhood Technicon, 
307 and 309 Wabash Ave., 33 Maiden Lane, 
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. 
THE TEACHER’S TECHNICON. 
PRICE $22.60. 
3DISCOT71TT TO TEACHERS. 
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
FOR RAPIDLY GAINING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR 
MODERN ■■'PIANO---PLAYING. 
126 
The Jno, Bergstrom Organ Mfg. Co, 
CHURCH, 
CHAPEL, 
BUILDERS OP 
PIPE ORGANS CONCERT, CHAMBER, 
OFFICE, 205 TEMPLE COURT, 
FACTORY, 1627-1629 S. E. FIFTH STREET, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Catalogues and Estimates upon Application. 
CATALOGUES FREE. 
323.TO 333 SO. CANAL STREET. 
E. P. CARPENTER CO., 
'TIEuEZE 
Bidweil Pocket Hand Exerciser 
FOR PIAlsTISTS. 
A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical hand gymnasium 
for preparing the hands for key-board work. Weighs only 2 ounces. 
Send for circular. 
G. HUDSON BID WELL, 15 Court St., UTICA, N. Y. 
GRAND. SQUARE, anil UPRIGHT 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
UNEQUALED 
—IN— 
Tie, Touch, Tortuaistip, ani Dmaltj! 
Every Piano Fully Warranted for 5 Years. 
WM. KNABE & CO., 
22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St., NEW YORK. 
SIT Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Music TeachersWaiM Sixteenth Year. Publishers1 af°t'] 
American College and Public School Directory. 
Send for Circular. 
Grand Success! The Sleigh Ride, 
By W. M. TRELOAIL 
Greatest Musical Kovel ty of the Times. 
SOLO 75c. DUET, $1.00. 
This great piece is played with 
bells and whips, (chorus ad lib.) 
Creates unbounded enthusi- 
asm wherever played Just what 
ou want. 50,000 already sold- 
lend 75c for the solo, or 51 for the 
>aper and we wil) send a pair o i 
rlOAR MUSIC CO., Mexico. Mo. 
Sulss bells used In 
this piece 40c. 
duet, mention this pa 
” """ TRE! bells JTJiKE. 
New Designs, styles No. 25. BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT. 
Tie Standard for Eicellence anj Daraltj. 
MANUFACTURED IN ALL STYLES OF 
GRANDS and UPRIGHTS 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO., 
Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
Chase Bros. Pianos. 
THE ETUDE. 
HALLET & DAVIS 
PIANOS. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges in ]S91. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
BOSTON, MASS. 
THE 
HENRY F. MILLER 
PIANOS. 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS' 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
7-OCTAVE CONCERT 
_ 
GRAND ORGAN. 
Our Concert Grand Organs 
structed as to insure the, Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradations of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The Reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. 
WRITE TOR PRICE8.-Address 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MANUF’G CO.,320tSlEStSfiMfJ1941 
Carpenter 
Organs 
embody the results 
of 41 years’ close 
attention to organ 
building, and over 
87,000 are now in 
use and giving per¬ 
fect satisfaction. 
Intending purchasers will find our 
STYLES—Varied ; over 60 to choose from. 
PRICES—Reasonable, quality considered. 
TERMS—Easy, cash or installments, and we 
deliver our Organs at your depot, freight paid. 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, free to any address. 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
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6,000 SOLD.--- 
—30= 
SELECTED STUDIES. 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 4*5, 46, and 47. 
Portraits of Great Musicians. 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 cts. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
NORMAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
CONNECTED WITH 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
MANSPIELD, TIOGA CO., JP-A-- 
INSTRUCTION GIVEN IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF 
PRICE $1.50. 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, 
Arthur Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John S. Tan 
Cleve, Wilson G. Smith, and Charles W. Landon. 
These etudes are carefully fingered and phrased, 
metronome marks given, use of pedal made clear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno¬ 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges¬ 
tions as to touch, style, and methods of study. This is 
the finest edition of these valuable Atudes ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
Landon’s Reed Organ Method. 
Price $1.50. By CHAS. W. LANDON. Foreign Fingering. 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Send for a Sample Copy, 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZAET, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, 
LISZT. 
OTHERS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
Rafis Number! °f ^he Etude 
Unbound Volumes for 1886, $1.50, Postpaid, (< it It 1887, 1.50, “ 
tt it it 1888, 1.50, “ 
it It it 1889, 1.50, “ 
Bound <1 ti 1886, 2.50, 
It It it 1887, 2.50. 
it tt it 1888, 2.50, 
ti It tt 1889, 2.50, “ 
ti it it 1890, 2.50, “ 
It It it 1891, 2.50, 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in 
each year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Etude that its 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE. 
MUSIC, ELOCUTION, AND ART. 
NEW AND ELEGANT BUILDINGS. EXCELLENT BOARD. 
FACULTY OF SEPEBIOE INSTRL’CTORS. 
Send for Catalogue to 
HAMLIN E. COGSWELL, Director. 
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1378. 
Iff. Baker & Co.’s 
Breakfast 
Cocoa 
front which the excess of 
oil lias been removed, 
Is Absolutely Pure 
and it is Soluble. 
No Chemicals 
are used in its prepar¬ 
ation. It has more 
I than three times the 
| strength of Cocoa 
' mixed with Starch, 
Arrowroot or Sugar, and is therefore far 
more economical, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, strengthen¬ 
ing, easily digested, and admirably adapted 
for invalids as well as for persons in health.’ 
Sold by Crocers everywhere. 
W. BAKER & CO., DORCHESTER, MASS. 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Technicon. 
A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THE 
Development of Piano Technic. 
Price, Teacher’s Size, - $22.50. 
Price, Student’s Size, - $12.00 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
A New and Original Publication. 
EIGHT FUGUES, 
By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, 
With Analytical Expositions in COLORS and Ap¬ 
pended Harmonious Schemes 
By BERNAEDUS BOEKELMAN. 
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artists:— , , 
G. W. Chadwick, E. A. McDowell, A. M. Duvernoy, Arthur Foote, 
Niels W. Gade, Fr. Gernsheim, Alex. Guilmant, August Horn, Walter 
McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Nicholl, Carl 
Keinecke, Dr. Hugo Kiemann, Moritz Rosenthal, Samuel P. Warren, 
Arthur Friedheim, Fanny Bloomlield-Zeisler, etc. 
Copies for sale by 
THEODORE PRESSER. 
1704 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
A GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC STUDENT. 
PRICE 35 CTS., POSTPAID. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER. 
FOR THE 
PIANOFOETE. 
PRICE $1.00. 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER. 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
pieces. 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS. 
THE 
(Organist’ journal, 
A-MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
FOR 
ORGANISTS AND ORGAN STUDENTS. 
VOL. 3. 
HIS work is published by subscription. Each vol¬ 
ume is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading 
Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. 
The success of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
annals of Organ Music in this country. 
The music is selected from the most practical and latest compo¬ 
sitions of the best German, French, American and English writers, 
etc., etc. 
We would like to impress upon you the fact that— 
1st.—The music is edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registration, etc. 
2d .—The Music is printed from Engraved Plates (not type). 
3d.—No other work gives so much music for so little money. 
4th.—None of the pieces are too difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find a large number of compositions 
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist¬ 
ing of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har¬ 
mony, etc.; also descriptions of new Organs, Biographies of noted 
Organists and Organ Composers. . 
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
development of the Art of Organ Playing. 
The Organists’ Journal contains Twenty Pages in Each Part. 
SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00 PER YEAR. 
The first and second volumes are now complete. The third vol¬ 
ume is in course of publication, and will be sent, postpaid, on 
receipt of the subscription. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. 
WM. E. ASHMALL, 
1236 Third Ave., N. Y. City. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
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ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT, 
154 TRER10NT ST., BOSTON, IN1SS-, 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
SOLE AGENT IN THE UNITED STATES KOE 
Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany; The Edwin Ash¬ 
down Collection; Edition Chanot [Violin Music), 
and the Vienna Conservatory Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
TEACHERS’ FAVORITES. 
A List of Standard Educational Works. 
Preparatory Exercises in Pianoforte Playing. By 
Carl Faelten. Price 76 cents, net. 
30 Easy and Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. 
By Henry Maylath. Op. 163. In two books. 
Price $1.26 each book. 
21 Short Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. By 
A. D Turner. Op. 30. Price, Pt. 1, $1.60; Pt. 
2, $1.25. 
100 Original Daily Exercises for the Pianoforte. 
By Edmund Neupert. Op. 57. Price 75 cents. 
13 Easy Octave Studies (in the major keys) for 
Pianoforte. By A. D. Turner. Op. 20. Price 90 
cents. 
Etude Album for the Pianoforte. A collection of 
Etudes for the Pianoforte, selected and arranged in 
progressive order. By Arthur Foote. Price $1.00, 
net. 
Special Studies in Presto Scales for Pianoforte. By 
Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price $1.25. 
Method of Pianoforte Technique. By Charles Butt- 
schardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. Price 
$1.00, net. 
The Art of Phrasing. 30 Vocalises by C. Gloggner- 
Castelli. Edited by G. Federlein. Book I, price 
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or 
bass. Book II, price $2.50, soprano or tenor, 
contralto. 
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice. By 
Alfred Arthur. Price 75 cents, net. 
Vocal Method. By Charles E. Tinney. Price $1.00, 
net. 
jStnde Album for the Organ. A collection of Etudes 
for the Organ. Selected and arranged in progres¬ 
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin¬ 
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette. 
Price $1.60, net. 
fctude Album for Violin. A collection of Etudes for 
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive 
order by Charles N. Allen. Price $1.25, net. 
Dictionary of Musical Terms and Elements of Mnsic. 
By Edwin M. Lott and O. B. Brown. Price 50 
cents, net. 
Primer of Musical Forms. By W. S. B. Mathews. 
A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod¬ 
ern Music. Price 80 cents, net. 
Complete. Catalogues and Schmidt’s Piano 
Teachers’ Manual sent free 
upon application. 
Mail Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
THE ETUDE 
usie ItcvievV 
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Theory, Analysis, 
Review, and Practice of Music. 
FREDERICK GRANT GLEASON, 
CALVIN B. CADY, - - 
Managing Editor. 
Associate Editor. 
Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year. 
ITS FEATURES ARE:— 
Reviews of New Music and of New Edi 
tions of Important Works. 
A Graded Thematic Manual for Piano¬ 
forte Teachers, by Calvin B. Cady, an 
installment of which is contained in 
each number. 
Editorial Articles of an Educational Char¬ 
acter. 
Analyses of Instrumental and Vocal 
Works of the Best Class. 
The reviewing of music is done by a large staff of prominent 
musicians, and the works that are listed are admitted solely on their 
merit. This makes it especially helpful to teachers, choir leaders, 
and, in fact, to all who appreciate reliable information concerning 
new publications. 
It gives to those who have not access to the large stocks of music 
in cities an equal advantage with those who have, because it gives 
the list of works that the teachers in large cities select and use for 
themselves. 
The “ Keview of Music ” is one of the most important depart¬ 
ments of The Music Keview, and is entered into very extensively. 
The analyses of works are conducted with a view of clearly dem¬ 
onstrating their rythmic, melodic, and harmonic structure, thereby 
affording a most important aid in acquiring a lucid perception and 
a more satisfactory and intelligent musical basis for their proper in 
terpretation. 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY, Publisher, 
174 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. 
A trial subscription of three months will be given for 30 cents- 
This amount will be accepted in 1- or 2-cent postage stamps. 
G0TTSCHALK 4* LYRIC 4- SCHOOL, 
24 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO. 
Vocal and Instrumental Music in all its branches.’ 
Dramatic, Delsarte, Stage Dancing, Fingering, etc. 
Also, Art Department, Oil, Crayon, Pen Drawing. 
Summer Term, July 1st to Aug. 13th. 
Fall Term, September 12th. 
Vocal Department, L. G. GOTTSCHALK, Director. 
Piano Department, AUGUST HYLLESTED, Director. 
Catalogue Mailed on Application. 
Director, L. G. GOTTSCHALK. 
NORTHWESTERN 
CONSERVATOKY OJT MUSIC, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
All Branches Musical Art. Elocution, Modern Languages. 22 In¬ 
structors. Best in Northwest. Only Complete Music 
School North of Chicago. Send for Catalogue. 
CLARANCF A. MARSH ALL, Director. 
CHAU TATI QUA 
SCHOOL OP MUSIC. 
[July 5th—August 19th, 1892.] 
Dr. H. R. PALMER, of New York, - Principal. 
Win. H. Sherwood, Piano. 
Remhard Listemann, Violin. 
J. Harry Wheeler, Voice. 
!• Flagler, Organ. 
Classes in Harmony, etc. Large Orchestra. Chorus of 400. Fre¬ 
quent Musicales, Concerts, and Dramatic Recitals. Com¬ 
plete System of Summer Study in Fifty 
Subjects. Wfcrite for Catalogue. 
)\ 
MENDELSSOHN. 
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady, 
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Presser. 
PRICE 75 CENTS. 
This edition is beautifully printed on good 
paper: It is annotated, and newly phrased and 
fingered. The critical notes will be found es- 
pecially practical and valuable. There are 
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages. 
The selections were by the advice and co-opera¬ 
tion of many leading musicians of this country. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
W. A. DUNCAN, Sec’y, 
How to 
Memorize 
Si® Music. 
JAMES P. Downs. PUBLISHER. 
2*3 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. 
BEAUTIFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE. 
Fljusic and Culture. 
By CARL MERZ, MUS. DOC. 
PRICE $1.75. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
. UU 30rk alSe ijld.isPe“s,able to the teacher and pupil To 
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement It contains over 
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style contams over 
rufiii u Ifl 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
By W. F. GATES. 
PBICE - - $1.50- 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
170 AUTHORS, 
- IN- 
600 QUOTATIONS. 
Every teacher—every student—should own Musical 
nating08" ^D8^ruc^lve) practical, interesting and fasci- 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
FOR ANYTHING IN SHEET MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS, OR MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, SEND 
TO THE PUBLISHER OF “THE ETUDE. 
VOL. X. PHILADELPHIA, PA., JULY, 1892. 
NO. 7 
THE ETUDE. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., JULY, 1892. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music. 
Subscription Rates *1.50 per year (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are 
held responsiWe until arrearages are paid and the.r papers are 
ordered to be discontinued. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
ItUiricai Items. 
HOME. 
L’Ai.bert has returned to Europe. 
F. X. Arens has returned from Germany. 
Rafaei. Joseffy returns to the concert stage next 
season. 
Walter Damrosch is writing an opera upon a subject 
taken from Hawthorne’s “Scarlet Letter. 
Arthur Nikisch has been invited to conduct the 
symphony concerts at the Vienna Exposition. 
Adele Lewing gave a concert in Boston, the pro¬ 
gramme being made up entirely of her own composi¬ 
tions. 
The Seidl concerts in New York have been put upon 
a solid basis, a guarantee fund of $50,000 having been 
obtained. 
The Palace of Music at the Chicago Columbian Ex¬ 
position is to be 250 by 150 feet, and will cost about 
$100,000. 
The Apollo Club, of Chicago, celebrated its twentieth 
anniversary the last of May by giving a senes of mag- 
nificent concerts. 
Alexander Guii.mont and W. T. Best, the two great¬ 
est organists in the world, are to give a senes of concerts 
in this country next year. 
Geo. W. Morgan and Miss Maud Morgan, his daugh¬ 
ter, the harpiste, have closed a remarkably successful 
tour across the continent. 
I. V. Flagler has been giving lecture-organ recitals 
in New York with great success, under the title of Word 
Paintings of Great Composers.” 
Adolf Neuendorf began the summer season of con¬ 
certs at the Lenox Lyceum, June 9th. He has an or¬ 
chestra of fifty musicians, and at many of the concerts 
there will be soloists. 
Wm. H. Sherwood completed a series of concerts 
given in this country and Canada; in July he goes to the 
Chautauqua, after the close of the summer season there 
he spends his vacation on the Pacific coast. 
FOREIGN. 
Paderewski is resting in Paris. 
Randegger has been created a knight by the King of 
Italy. _ t 
Master Otto Hegner gave three recitals in St. James 
Hall, London. 
Tschatkowski is busily engaged upon a new operatic 
work, “ King Rene’B Daughter.” 
Francesco Lamperti, the famous singing teacher of 
Milan, died recently at the age of 79. 
Rosenthal, the celebrated pianist, is to give a series 
of fifty concerts in Germany next winter. 
Mlle. Nikita is to give one hundred concerts in 
Chicago during the forthcoming exposition. 1 
Massenet's oratorio, “ Mary Magdalene,” is to be 
produced in Paris with operatic accessories. 
Rubinstein conducted the first performance of his 
opera, “ The Maccabees,” in Berlin, May 12th. 
Boito, the composer, has been appointed by the 
Italian Government as inspector of the conservatories. 
Madame Sophie Menter played Beethoven’s 5th piano 
concerto before a London audience with great success. 
Tschaikowski has written ballet music founded on 
Hoffmann’s Nutcracker and Mouseking. It was received 
with great success at St. Petersburg. 
SHALL I TEACH MUSIC? 
(The following is from “The Musical Profession," hy Henry 
Fisher, published by J. Curwen & Sons, London. It is compiled 
from answers to a series of questions.—The Editor.] 
Many a young man has rushed without due delibera¬ 
tion into the musical profession who would have done 
well to seek the advice of some teacher whose worldly 
wisdom had been acquired at the cost of dearly-bought 
experience. The musical profession is perilously easy 
to enter. An ambitious young man obtains permission 
to utilize the family piano for giving lessons. He spends 
a little money in the purchase of sheet-muBic, and lo! he 
is a professor. How easily it is done, and what an 
amount of life-long misery has been the consequence of 
this fatal facility. 
In the absence of any legal qualifications, it must be 
of advantage to a young aspirant if he will pause, and 
go through an earnest self-examination before taking that 
plunge which will land him in the ranks of the musical 
profession. 
One result of the scattered nature of the profession is 
that every teacher’s methods and plans of work have to 
be evolved out of his own “ moral consciousness.” To 
say the least of it, such a course involves an enormous 
waste of time and energy. How much better it would be 
if experiences could be exchanged on all matters affecting 
our professional life. A very small majority of teachers 
have had that kind of education which is equivalent to 
the academical training of the medical student. And 
I even of this small minority, how many are there who 
receive any instruction in the employment of suitable 
educational plans? The common-school teacher is 
equipped for his or her work in a very different fashion 
from this. But the music-master evolves his educational 
plans by slow, tentative, and often unpleasant processes 
If he is persevering and determined, he does, after many 
years, achieve success, but his labors might have been 
considerably lightened if his more experienced brethren 
had imparted to him some of their dearly-bought knowl- 
edge. 
One of the questions addressed to teachers was, “ Will 
you add any hints or experience which may be useful to 
those entering the profession ? ” (From the answers we 
select the following.—Editor.) “ I would urge no one 
to take to music as a profession, unless his or her devotion 
to it was such that even starvation might be faced with 
resolution. Do not enter the profession unless you are 
prepared to make sacrifices and have a good temper. 
What a procession of dull, careless pupils will this sen- 
tence cause to pass before the mind s eye of the teacher, 
the best part of whose life has been spent in earnest 
devotion to his work 1 It is, however, some encourage¬ 
ment to know that such devotion in the teacher is his 
best and surest reward. “ I would advise no one to 
enter the profession unless blessed with very distinct 
talents and a fair general education, and, I may add, 
without a little capital and some influential friends. 
Think well before adopting a profession which at present 
is overcrowded, and bids fair to be more so ; and unless 
you possess decided musical feeling and plenty of energy 
and pluck, you are far better out of the profession than 
in it. Let them undergo careful examination about the 
amount of natural qualifications, and, if these have been 
proved to he sufficiently prominent, find good, conscien¬ 
tious masters, and study diligently without interruption 
for four or more years before joining the profession for 
good.” Here is a word of warning which is applicable 
to both the teacher and his pupils: “I believe more time 
is wasted from the elementary principles not being 
thoroughly understood than from any other cause—too 
many attempt to build from the chimneys downward.” 
The goal which the young teacher should ever keep in 
mind is well described in the following pithy sentences : 
“ To thoroughly qualify for the intending line of work 
before commencing to teach. To procure a sound gen¬ 
eral education as well as a musical one. While having 
a general skill, to cultivate some instrument or the 
voice to the highest possible perfection.” A few words 
about educating pupils may filly follow : “ My advice to 
any one entering the profession is, that they make sure 
they love the work, that they remember that each pupil 
is forever a recommendation, or the reverse, to their 
training, and that the pupils must be treated individually, 
with regard to their characteristics, some being driven, 
others led. 
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THE METRONOME AND ITS USE. 
BY E. B. STORY, A. C. M. 
At the beginning of most of the standard works for 
the pianoforte there stands a metronomic sign (such as 
M. M. J = 120, or = 76.), an enigma to the average 
pupil, and of little service to him. He sees usually 
associated with the sign one or more Italian terms, and 
they convey to his mind little of definiteness, for opinions 
differ greatly concerning the speed of the movements, 
Allegro, Adagio, and the like, that which is fast for one 
performer being moderate for another, and slow for 
a third. . 
Because of this indefiniteness of terms, a mechanical 
device for the positive indication of speed became a 
necessity, and from the latter part of the seventeenth 
century musicians were seeking such a device. Early 
in this century, through the combined inventive powers 
of Winkel and Maelzel, an appropriate instrument was 
contrived, and since 1815 the musical world has become 
increasingly familiar with the metronome of Maelzel, and 
the distinguishing letters M. M. 
Ibis ingenious device is shaped like a narrow pyramid. 
On removing the front lid, there is disclosed an upright 
balanced rod, with sliding weight attached thereto, in 
front of a tablet bearing a series of numbers graduated 
from 44 to 208. Placing the weight opposite CO, 
and setting the rod in motion, the clockwork enclosed 
m the lower part of the instrument will cause sixty 
vibrations and the same number of sharp ticks to be 
made per minute, while moving the weight downward to 
120 will cause twice the former number. In short, the 
metronome will give the number of ticks per minute 
indicated by the figure behind the weight. 
Various other devices on the pendulum plan, and 
differing in simplicity, portability, and cost, have been 
invented, yet all cover the same principle of indicating 
the certain number of vibrations per minute. 
The arguments for and against the use of the metro- 
noine in daily practice have been quite fully advanced 
m The Etude in recent years, and will not be re¬ 
peated by the writer at this time. One article of his 
creed may be mentioned, namely, that the average 
pupil, even though a wretched timist, can, if he choosers, 
keep good time unaided by a metronome. 
Two other uses of the instrument are commendable. 
First. Its original and intended use, to indicate the 
exact speed desired by the composer. Is the piece of 
of music marked J = 60 ? Then place the slide opposite 
60 and eacl1 tiek wil1 represent a quarter note. Is the 
piece in |-time and marked J =88? Then place the slide 
opposite 88, and each tick will show the value of the 
complete measure. Thus, in a positive, definite way 
the speed may be understood, and the composer’s exact 
intention may be apprehended without recourse to his 
Italian terms. 
Second. The pupil seldom reaches the designated 
speed upon first trial of the piece, and is, therefore, 
discouraged by the thought that the composer’s ideal is 
so far beyond his present ability. If, when the piece is 
laid aside after a first trial, the teacher will record on its 
margin the speed gained, the customary review will 
show an encouraging increase of speed, together with 
greater ease and accuracy. 
But some teachers may say, “ I have no metronome, 
and cannot thus benefit myself and pupils.” Let such 
a one use his watch as a metronome. The dial repre- 
senting seconds is usually divided into six parts, marked 
, 20, 30, etc. Let the teacher count the number of 
metronomic units (j, ,\ J, or J.) played by the pupil in 
ten seconds, then multiply by six, and the result is at 
once secured for record. 
THE ETUDE. 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
HOW SHALL WE PRONOUNCE THEM. 
The golden mean in pronouncing words of musical 
- -- •_ 
Or shall we, 
in musical affairs, use the Eng 
expression, and especially in pronouncing composers 
names, is hard to find. Shall we always speak of Wag¬ 
ner as Vogner, and of Czerny as Tsairnay ? 
in speaking to “ laymen” ! 
lish pronunciation ? and in talking with our pupils and 
musical friends give the correct foreign accent ? Every 
musical person should have a plan as to this, and then 
follow it. A recent writer gives us a hint on this line, 
which is as follows: “ An effort to show knowledge for 
the sake of appearing knowing, usually results in show¬ 
ing ignorance at an unsuspected point. To a man who 
was speaking an American geographical name with a 
foreign pronunciation, a distinguished orthoepist said : 
1 Why don’t you pronounce that as if you were speaking 
English ?’ ‘ If I were to do that,’ replied the pedant, 
1 people would think I didn’t know any better.’ ‘ Well,’ 
retorted the scholar, ‘you don’t know any better.’ 
Many of us, like this pedant, show our ignorance by 
trying to seem wiser than we are.” 
In reading music, and this means in all of your practice 
from the open page, keep yourself sharply up to concise 
and exact reading, and read somewhat in advance of 
your performing, at least a pulse, or from accent to 
accent, measure to measure, and even by phrases. But 
good reading demands a comprehension of what the 
notes express rather than the mere note themselves. 
Frequent Lessons. - The teachers abroad have a 
great advantage over us- Those of whom I know re¬ 
quire the pupils to come at least three times a week for 
eThhf’ia»d m.or®.often dai,y instruction is given. 
• >, • „atter 18 tlle waJ to make rapid progress, espec¬ 
ially in the commencement of study. The pupil’s inter¬ 
est and ambition are quickened by daily contact with 
FURTHER IMPROVEMENT POSSIBLE. 
“ We must try to grasp the spirit of things, to see cor¬ 
rectly, to speak to the point, to give practical advice, to 
act upon the instant, to stop in time,” said Amiel. Prac¬ 
tical explanations and profound instruction do not come 
from shallow brains nor from illy informed teachers. 
No habit is of more worth to the student or teacher than 
to investigate thoroughly every musical subject that 
comes to his thoughts and teaching experiences. For 
this purpose a library of standard works of reference is 
invaluable, indispensable, in fact. The teacher who 
answers the questions of his pupils by answers that do 
not cover the information sought loses their confidence 
and his hold upon the musical public. No man ever 
became an authority who did not follow this or a like 
course of investigation upon the subjects that interest 
him. If the teacher gives clear answers he must do as 
Huxley did when he says: “ I have learned to spare no 
labor upon the process of acquiring clear ideas-to think 
nothing of writing a page four or five times over if 
nothing less will bring the words which express all that 
I mean, and nothing more than I mean.” 
The successful teacher must take a broad view of every 
subject connected with his art, and to get an extended 
view of this it is necessary that he shall have a wide 
view of other subjects. Says a writer: “ Do not let 
your narrow life contract your large soul, but let your 
large soul expand your narrow life.” To which may be 
added that homely but pungent maxim of Thoreau’s: 
“Be not simply good—be good for something.” 
A COMMON DANGER. 
“ He who comes up to his own idea of greatness must 
always have had a very low standard in his mind,” said 
Hazlitt. Hence the necessity to the teacher of hear¬ 
ing much of the finest music superbly performed. In 
the renditions of great artists he finds a standard to 
which he can strive to lift himself through the means of 
hard work. A successful teacher is the one mo.-i likely 
to neglect opportunities for further advancement. We 
all need to remember that there is no standing still in 
knowledge and intellectual ability, we either grow or 
retrograde. Amiel says:— 
“ He who does not advance, fulls back ; he who slops 
is overwhelmed, distanced, crushed ; he who cvn . s to 
grow greater becomes smaller; he who leaves off, . ives 
up; the stationary condition is the beginning of the 
end.” 
No doubt the great majority of teachers have the am¬ 
bition, or at least a desire, to improve, yet tunny fuil 
from a lack of plan and system. There must be certain 
hours reserved for this work that are as faithfully ob¬ 
served as are the hours given to tenching. 
A WORD TO TEACHERS. 
BY EMIL LI RULING. 
SOMETIMES MISUNDERSTOOD. 
Commendation is more agreeable to our feelings of 
self-complacency than is criticism ; but if the pupil im¬ 
proves, his faults must be recognized, and he must take 
h.s teacher’s criticisms gratefully, and appreciate them 
as the very thing that he has paid his teacher to give. 
Too often, however, the pupil feels sensitive and allows 
his feelings to be hurt by the things that his teacher 
shows wherein he should improve. It may be said in 
passing, that teachers do not always use as much tact in 
their criticism as they might. It is a fact that has 
escaped many teachers, that the pupil is only too well 
aware of many of the mistakes that he makes, and that 
it is but a needless thrust at his sensitiveness to call 
attention to them. Experience, with careful observa¬ 
tion, will soon show the teacher which mistakes need to 
be attended to, and if he is a skillful teacher he will 
point out and explain how to improve the passage, or 
the point in technic, rather than what was wrong. The 
great statesman, W. E. Gladstone, says; “Censure and 
criticism never hurt anybody. If false, they cannot 
harm you unless you be wanting in character; and, if 
true, they show a man his weak points, and forewarn 
him against failure and trouble.” 
The success of a teacher depends largely upon his 
power of individualizing instruction according to the 
varying needs and requirements of the pupil. He must 
size him up very accurately as to mental and physical 
Stage.0 t0 SerVe th6ir raulual int~Pto best 
whonwC<rmng a-neW pUpi1’ aseertain in the first place 
who her former instructor was. If a resident of sonic 
distant city it is safe to indorse his work ; if, however 
a local competitor, considerable policy had better be 
°bvSe"ed > “ s,!ch cases it takes a skillful diplomat to 
say the right thing in the correct place to the richt 
person. It will never do to abuse your predece sor t'o 
your criticism is apt to be discounted on the«or’eof S'S 'r 
descension, and conveying more bv 
th°M ^ngX it is quite desirable to inform yourself as tn tLo , 
period of study which the „ “eU 3 . the exact 
voting under your charge A a corner intends de- 
* ssrsss ir arc home. g considerable period after her return 
widelv ^eatm®.nt of different pupils should differ very 
n, mlL? Tdmg t0, their characteristics. A v"y 
perfectly in.?IT f P-pils ^h° “ flafed the lesson 
understand wLbth leaVm? the-,r homes’ and ca,1D°t 
teacher ” Thl 6y T P®rform'ng 80 badly before the 
theirna rt or k ^be either ^ h,apPy halla<=ination on tneir part, or based on actual facts. A great manv 
teachers have the unhappy faculty of making pupils 
nervous, and setting, as it were, “ their teeth on edge ” 
This is very unfortunate—for the student. S 
Hermit the scholar to recite her lesson without fro 
quent interruptions, and do not eternally na« at her- 
make your corrections in a deliberate and not-Ji ■ ’ 
manner, and be as concise as possiMe i*^our uttemnee? 
taking care to make yourself perfectly clear to the 
listener. A purely accidental slip may be temnoraHte 
painful intensIty^reaT' reaJizes !t herse,f wi^ 
however sho fd’ U fT '* and misapprehensions, 
eradicated.-BrainarJflLicalWorld^ th°rOUShly 
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THINKING IN MUSICAL PHRASE. 
BY FREDERIC W. ROOT. 
A great deal is said and written about the part that 
the mind plays in musical performance. I do not know 
that I can add anything of value to the mass of testi¬ 
mony on this score ; yet as a teacher of singing a 
branch which receives little or no attention in these col¬ 
umns—I may, from my different point of view, be able 
to throw a ray or two of new light upon an old subject. 
In tone-production, for instance, the idea usually 
seems to be that certain muscles must be strengthened. 
That is a very small part of the requirements. The 
muscles are strong enough at the very outset to make 
effective tones; but the mind does not telegraph to 
them the right impulse until, after many repetitions of 
exercises and many efforts at combination, it finally 
does its part rightly. 
If there were any sure way of getting at the mental 
process to educate it without using the muscles at all, 
one could almost as well practice vocal exercises silently 
as by making tones. 
And so for execution with either voice or instrument. 
The quick and accurate changes of adjustment either in 
the throatfor singing, or of hands and fingers for playing, 
must first be in the mind ; and that which is usually set 
down to flexibility of muscles is probably more than 
half agility of mind, either natural or cultivated. 
Of course, in musical theory, harmony, counterpoint, 
etc., it is understood that mental action is about all 
there is of the process; yet here there is misapprehen¬ 
sion as to the kind of thinking that it is necessary to do. 
Most of the harmony students that I examine have 
depended largely upon the piano to save themselves the 
necessity of thinking pitches clearly ; and the thinking 
which they actually have done has been mostly of the 
kind that suffices to determine the names of the chords 
and the rules for preparation, resolution, etc., without 
hearing in the mind the effects to which these written 
characters and rules have relation. 
The average mind is lazy, and will no more make ex¬ 
ertion not required of it than will the muscles of our 
bodies tire themselves out if not forced to do so. The 
pre-eminent advantage possessed by the Tonic Sol-fa 
notation, that which is to me its very strongest claim for 
recognition, is that it compels the mind to work accu¬ 
rately in thinking pitches; whereas the staff, however 
well taught, gives wide opportunity for guess-work. 
It is remarkable that a student can practice the piano 
for many years and never learn to think in musical 
pbrase at all; yet such is the case. I have examined 
many who had practiced the piano for a long term 
of years and supposed themselves quite proficient, even 
to the mastery of classical music, who could not sing a 
chromatic scale in tune, who could not remember the 
keynote during an easy modulation, and could not sing 
the simplest new piece without first hearing it from voice 
or instrument. 
In the vocal department such eases are more common. 
As I write I recall one instance of a lady who, having 
taken a lesson a day for a year or two, and having a nat¬ 
urally superb voice, considered herself nearly ready for 
opera, which was the aim of her studies. She came to 
me for advice, and I asked her to sing something; 
whereupon she produced several pretentious pieces, 
among them Gounod's “ Ave Maria.” I played the 
prelude, but she did not begin to sing. I looked at her 
for an explanation, and she said, “ Please give me the 
first note.” I gave her the first note and then went on 
playing the accompaniment. But having sung the first 
note she came to a standstill, and explained to me that 
I should have to play her part with her to enable her to 
sing it; that her teacher had always done it for her 1 
In any large city let it be known that a choir position 
is vacant, and there will be hundreds of applicants for 
the place, mostly of those who have been through along 
course of study and believe themselves well educated in 
music. Among one hundred such applicants there will 
hardly be five who can read readily at sight the music 
they have to sing. Of these not more than one or two 
will be able to carry the four parts of a quartette in the 
mind while singing, as a well-trained musician should 
be able to do. Probably half of the whole number will 
often be very uncertain as to pitch in chromatic passages 
and abrupt modulation. 
I now and then find myself obliged to show one who 
thinks he has a fair mastery of the subject of harmony 
how little he really knows about it. He may have been 
all through one of the standard text-books, and he may 
be able to analyze a score, giving rules and definitions 
to any extent; but when I come to test his musical 
memory, his ability to carry several parts in the mind at 
once, his ability to reproduce with his voice or to repre¬ 
sent upon paper a series of pitches which he hears, his 
ability to transpose, to improvise, to modulate—in short, 
to show some practical use which he is able to make of 
his harmony studies, he is usually found wanting. 
It seems to be an indisputable fact that the majority of 
pupils are not taught the mental side of music to any 
extent. The mechanical side of it is thoroughly pro¬ 
vided for; and when teachers have pupils who by intui¬ 
tion know the mental side of the art, who, without rules 
and pedagogic processes, can think pitches and har¬ 
monies clearly, then all that has to be done is to add the 
mechanical side, and the pupil’s education is well 
rounded and complete. 
Bat there are very few such pupils. We teachers 
have to work for the most part with those whose natural 
endowment is at a low average. 
It is absolutely necessary, if we would do “a good 
job” from an educational standpoint, that we should 
stimulate and develop the mental faculties to the utmost, 
even if it takes time from and retards technical 
progress. 
Robert Schumann believed that pianists should sing. 
I have no idea that he expected pianists to enchant 
hearers by the beauty and culture of their voices; but 
he had in mind certain facts bearing upon musical 
education, as that, with the piano, pitch maybe obtained 
by purely mechanical means, whereas, for singing, pitch 
is impossible without the co-operation of the mind ; also 
that with the piano accuracy of intonation rests solely 
with the tuner, whereas in singing it depends upon the 
acuteness and alertness of the performer’s percep¬ 
tions. 
Furthermore, ideas of legato and shading can only be 
approximated with the piano while they can be realized 
with the voice. 
People not accustomed to sing are usually very much 
ashamed of the sound of their own voices; nevertheless, 
if they would learn to think fluently and well in musical 
phrase they should sing, or at least hum, constantly, 
and thus perfect their mental grasp of chromatic pas¬ 
sages, harmonies, and the inner voices in polyphonic 
structure. 
HINTS TO YOUNG TEACHERS. 
BY H. L. SUTTER. 
In order to make a good, successful music teacher, one 
requires good common sense, a tolerable amount of 
experience and practice, a well-developed technique, an 
easy method of explanation, a precise, strict manner to 
forward unruly specimens, a gentle kindness to timid 
ones, moderation to the general class, and, above all, com¬ 
pound patience and very little temper. It is necessary 
to keep in view and be well informed on current musical 
work8 and periodicals, as well as ancient musical litera¬ 
ture. Learn and keep practicing selections and compo¬ 
sitions of all classes of good music, from Bach to the 
romantic Weber. Some enjoy and prefer dreamy Chopin, 
while others will rave over the brilliant grandeur of 
Wagner. 
Keep a large note-book with a variety of compositions 
and selections for each grade. Every time you hear a 
new piece which is worthy to teach, put it in this book, 
according to its grade. Keep also a list of instructors 
and books graded. This is a great help. Do not waste 
your time on pupils who are forced by parents to music. 
It makes you cross and draws gradually from you the 
love for music. A pupil must have either talent or a 
liking for the art in order to make any success. If you 
have a class of pupils, do not give them (according to 
grade) each the same book, same pieces, same every¬ 
thing. They soon get to know it, especially children, 
and seem to dislike the idea. It is no trouble at all, 
among our numerous musical works and pieces, to find 
a variety, on the same style, so that you can vary con¬ 
siderably among the different individuals. 
For the first four or five lessons a new beginner needs 
no book—just the key-board. Have them write the 
lines and spaces, make the signs designating bass and 
treble clefs, and finally the notes. Then when your 
pupil grasps this much, compare the written notes to the 
key board ones. Then take the book and compare the 
printed notes to the written and sounded ones Follow¬ 
ing this method, it requires but a month or six weeks, 
and your pupil is able to play from the book and read 
fairly well. 
One word in regard to music teaching in a financial 
light. Make it a rule to receive payment for lessons 
whether taken or not. Your pupil has bought a certain 
amount of your time. You have given this half hour or 
two half hours to him for the present and future. You 
cannot sell this set time to another, therefore it is your 
duty, in taking a new pupil, to demand payment for your 
time, whether the pupil has received his lesson or not, 
providing you were at your post. This makes the pupil 
more regular and your independence greater. 
Train your pupils from commencement to the order in 
which their piano work should be practiced, and also at 
the lesson. For instance, take a pupil in the second 
year. First the given scales, chords, and broken chords 
of these scales, then the exercise for technique, then the 
duet part with teacher, finally the composition for ex¬ 
pression and phrasing. The pupil may be given more or 
less work, just as the teacher thinks best, but this order 
saves many minutes, both at practice hour and lesson 
hour. 
To young pupils and beginners it is wisest and best to 
give half hour lessons. Better to give three half hours 
weekly than one whole hour. An hour is too long a 
time for the little ones to sit still, and you will notice, in 
teaching hour lessons, the lack of interest a child shows 
toward the end, sometimes pays no attention to your 
talking at all. This is not as noticeable in the half hour 
lessons. Same in practicing; a child can learn better 
by practicing three or four half hours at different times, 
than several hours steadily. It is natural for children to 
be restless, and you must not demand too lengthy sitting 
postures. 
MUSIC A NECESSITY OF NATURE. 
Darwin says: “Neither the enjoyment nor the capacity 
of producing musical notes are faculties of the least 
direct use to man in reference to his ordinary habits of 
life.” Physiologically he may be correct, but as soon as 
mere rudimentary actions are left, and existence becomes 
life, his statement is completely false. Indeed, music is, 
as this philosopher elsewhere says, bound up in daily 
life, and a necessity of existence. Of its usefulness in 
daily life there can be no question. What would religious 
services be without organs and singing? What would 
armies be without hands? If music were a luxury, 
would people Bpend so much time and money on it ? It 
is not to obtain mere ear-enjoyment; it is because it is a 
necessity to satisfy certain requirements of the mind. It 
enters into the chemistry of the mind as salt does into 
the chemistry of the body. Here and there yon will 
meet with a person who says, “ I never eat salt—I do 
not require it.” Well, you are sorry for him. There is 
evidently something wrong in his physical constitution. 
So when any one assumes a tone of lofty superiority, and 
boasts that he knows nothing about music, and pretends 
not to be able to distinguish one tune from another, you 
may either accept his statement with some reserve, or 
conclude that there is something wrong in his physical 
or mental faculties, and recommend an aurist.—Arthur 
Sullivan. 
True art is imperishable, and a true artist feels heart¬ 
felt pleasure in grand works of genius, and that is what 
enchants me when I view compositions of yours ; in fact, 
I take greater interest in it than in my own ; in short, I 
love and honor you.—Beethoven's Letter to Cherubini. 
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AFTER GRADUATING, 
BY BENJAMIN CUTTER. 
After graduating there come to many, though not to 
all, these questions—What now ? Where now ? The 
course of study has been completed with more or less 
honor; a new life is about to begin; the information 
and skill gained during the years of study are to be 
utilized in earning a livelihood; each individual 
graduate is to use, in his efforts for what he calls success, 
his personality, which has been more or less shaped by 
the influence of his instructors. 
But while many a lesson has been learned, and in one 
sense preparation has been made for making one’s way, 
there still remains many another lesson to be learned 
which neither the music teacher nor books can teach. 
The masters who now confront the aspirant are Pro¬ 
fessional Experience and Contact with the World, 
and they surely will furnish him tough problems. 
It has been said that the true musician is not fitted to 
cope with the world, is not a business man, is un¬ 
practical, does not often exert consciously an influence for 
good; and great men in music, especially composers, 
are cited as instances, regardless of the fact that other 
great musicians, especially composers, have dealt 
successfully with the world and have had lasting in¬ 
fluence for good. That a composer of great works, 
with his mind constantly and necessarily bent on giving 
his ideas shape, should neglect business matters, is 
reasonable. We find the like thing in science and 
letters. But most mortals who will read these lines 
cannot expect to be great composers nor to win fame 
and a livelihood by masterly compositions and great 
brain-labor. To those who in years to come will earn 
their livelihood as teachers of music these words are 
written. 
We cannot all be famous, cannot all be great; but 
we all can be thorough, useful, and honest, helps to 
others, and a credit, yes, an honor, to our profession. 
Time was when the music teacher was looked down 
upon. . That day is past. The music teacher now is a 
necessity ; is a power in society ; and will become more 
and more a power as the days pass. For as a nation, 
having acquired the practical things of life, strives to 
possess itself of ihe beautiful and to cultivate the arts, 
that the practical and necessary may be offset by the 
ornamental and, we may say so, the restful, so does the 
demand for the teacher of music, of painting, of 
elocution, increase, and in like ratio grow his im¬ 
portance and dignity. And of our nation, for whom the 
graduate who reads this will no doubt work, is this 
especially true. 
Accordingly, after graduating, what then? A career 
of usefulness, of prosperity, of honor, to those who are 
both fitted for the calling and lay hold of the world as 
men do in other modes of business, maintaining at the 
same time their integrity. 
The graduate must practice pract'cality. Ifhe has 
new ideas, new procedures in teaching, short cuts in 
acquiring technical skill, let him be wise ; let him bide 
his time until the routine followed by all good teachers 
has been fully realized in practical work ; then will he 
know whether or not his new ideas, new procedures, 
his so-called short cuts, have positive value. First of 
all, a livelihood must be won ; experimental work en¬ 
dangers the winning of this. 
The graduate, if he has not already wholly or in 
part acquired skill in dealing with the world, must after 
graduating set himself actively about this. His per¬ 
sonal appearance demands attention. A mediocre 
physician, with a span of handsome horses, made a 
fortune where a master physician, poor in appearance 
and forgetful of it, struggled for years in poverty. To 
this matter of appearance, give your attention, though 
not your over-attention. To the matter of tact give also 
your attention. You cannot form the world, nor can 
you change men. One man will approach you with 
roughness; another will be suspicious ; still another will 
be all simplicity itself. In this case adaptability will be 
required of you. Your following is not to be held by 
inflexible manners or ideas. You can meet the world 
half-way and still hold fast that which you call your 
personality, and, if you are clever, gradually win your 
Business methods, furthermore, are imperatively de- 
manded of the music teacher. The day is passing when 
he can be a queer, semi-irresponsible person, whom 
pupils trust from a kind of enthusiasm, whose whims 
are favored and who runs on the edge of poverty 
from lack of method m money matters. There are too 
many teachers now in the market. So, ordinary 
everyday business methods are imperative with the 
successful teacher, and will be found to be his methods 
Not only in money matters, but in teaching matters, in 
the selection and in the order of pieces and studies, and in 
the teaching of technique, is this true. “ If I can have 
only one sense, give me common sense,” says a 
successful teacher; and common sense, hard common 
sense at that, is what distinguishes successful men in 
world affairs, underlying their more brilliant qualities. I 
THE ETUDE. 
Again, the teacher of music can be a p?we,\for g°od 
or evil. This fact graduates often overlook. I-cornea 
to them later, perhaps too late, sometimes. Ihe gra 
uate goes out into the world with nerves and fibres a 
drawn tight to earn a living, and the one thing hidies al 
others. But while this latter thing is rightly the first 
consideration, the other thing, the teacher s >hfl“ence, 
ought not to be forgotten. Who that has taught the 
young can forget the trust of the pupil ? Mr. So and 
So does so ; it must be right,” is the argument in these 
little and forming minds. And just because the music 
teacher has this influence, just so ought he to use it lor 
good, and just so can he form gradually, for an instance, 
good habits of working that shall follow his pupil 
through life. Herein this power for good is often very 
great, and often very greatly neglected. But in it lies 
one of the factors which should raise the teacher of 
music to a yet higher plane of social dignity, and 
surely will if rightly employed. 
After graduating there lies awaiting the graduate 
years of usefulness, greater or less in number, more or 
less of value to his fellow men in their influence for 
good, more or less full of success from his way of using 
these years. As he never will live them but once, and 
.since, as they pass by him, they will cry aloud to him, 
Misspent or Well spent, it behooves him to live them 
wisely and wholly. To be as whole a musician, as 
whole a teacher, as whole a man, as is possible, should 
be his aim. To remind him of these things in some¬ 
thing of their significance, their breadth their value, 
these lines have been penned. 
BEETHOVEN. 
He had, amongst other recommendations, a decided 
weakness for impressing his orders upon the minds—and 
bodies—of his domestics by dint of flinging the most con¬ 
venient piece of furniture, or otherwise, at their heads, 
which forcible method led to several hand-to hand en¬ 
counters, which did not unfrequently end in the ignomin¬ 
ious discomfiture of the head of the establishment.” 
“ Beethoven's mortal remains rest in the quiet and 
secluded burial ground at Waehring. a short distance 
from Vienna. A simple stone monument, inscribed with 
the one word, ‘ Beethoven,’ marks the spot; and to this 
spot, hallowed by so many dear associations, thousands 
flock annually to pay a silent yet, mayhap, eloquent 
tribute of respect and loving sympathy. But long after 
this cherished relic shall again have crumbled into dust, 
and the place thereof shall know it no more, the sublime 
harmonies of the peerless tone poet it once commem¬ 
orated will continue to delight and ennoble those 
‘teeming millions ’ he loved so well, and for whose un¬ 
told benefit the muse of Beethoven was unremittingly 
employed, and ages yet unborn will doubtless re echo 
the mournful panegyric of our day—1 We may never 
look upon his like again.' ” 
DOES THE PUBLIC MAKE THE TEACHER? 
BY JOHN TOWERS. BY E. VON ADKLCNO, Bit. 
‘‘It has generally been supposed that Beethoven’s 
lessons under the famous contrapuntist, Albrechtsberger, 
were very distasteful to him, one well known writer on 
Beethoven going so far as to assert that Beethoven him¬ 
self called them ‘ biting into a sour apple.’ Through 
the researches of Herr Nottebohm, however, an entirely 
different light is thrown upon the subject. A close and 
careful examination of the original exercises written by 
Beethoven for Albrechtsberger, during a period of at 
least two full years, proves beyond a doubt not only that 
the former went through a prodigious amount of severe 
and trying work, but that he was heart and soul in the 
matter, and (to quote Herr Nottebohm) ‘ the impression 
is forced upon the mind that those exercises are the work 
of a willing and tractable, rather than those of a rebel- 
lious and self-opinionated pupil.’ ” 
“Beethoven’s performances at the piano were not 
always listened to with that attention which they surely 
deserved. Eies, his favorite pupil, relates that upon one 
occasion when he and the Maestro were playing a piano¬ 
forte duet in a certain company, a non-musical nobleman 
was present who found more to interest him in the an¬ 
imated conversation of a fair young Viennese than in 
what was going on at the piano. Beethoven pocketed 
the affront for some time, but at length jumped up in a 
towering passion, and in tones loud enough to be heard 
all over the room shouted out, ‘I’ll pIay no longer to 
such swine,’ at the same time stalking clumsily out of the 
room, into which nothing would induce him to return 
It is to be feared that if Beethoven lived in our day he 
would have ample opportunities of repeating this salu¬ 
tary lesson, since there are few musical performances 
either public or private, at which there are not some 
thoughtless beings present who, not capable of enjoyinc 
good music themselves, do their utmost to prevent any 
one else having that pleasure undisturbed. ” 
Beethoven’s ill-starred adoption of his nephew 
necessitated a change in his domestic manage, so that 
from the free-and-easy life of a bachelor he blossomed 
into that of a full-blown householder. Now if ever 
mortal man.was.ill-adapted for the management of that 
bane of earthly happiness known as the ‘ domestic help ’ 
it assuredly was Ludwig von Beethoven. * * * It i8 
in no way surprising that the very peculiar notions of 
domestic management of their erratic employer soon 
became a subject of ridicule to Beethoven’s helps— 
heaven save the mark-and there is abundant evidence 
to show thit war to the knife between master and serv¬ 
ant was the rule at Herr von Beethoven’s abode ofbliss. 
A prominent preacher lately said that the congrega¬ 
tion makes the minister. Not only, must the spiritual 
shepherd sympathize with his flock but the flock must also 
sympathize with the shepherd. The enthusm.-m of the 
minister will necessarily fade when there is no response 
from the congregation. Likewise the teacher's living, 
the teacher’s welfare, depends more or less on those who 
employ him. The Germans have a proverb: “ WisHen 
Brod ich esse, dessen Liedich singe, ” which means, “ I 
sing the praise of him who gives me my daily bread.” 
As independent as a teacher may feel himself, yet he has 
to yield to some degree to the demands of his employers. 
He has to bear their “ iniquities, ” which may consist in 
ignorance, indifference, selfishness, or stinginess: he 
cannot rebuke impoliteness, not to say insults, and he 
cannot insist on the enforcement of practicing time or 
even obedience to rules which he gives or should like to 
give to his pupils if the parents are indifferent orconsider 
the teacher as a mere clerk in their employ. Verily, the 
public makes the teacher. Consider only the mass of 
c eap, ignorant teachers 1 How could they spring into 
existence if there were not demand for them ? Is it not 
a maxim of the majority of parents to engage teachers 
according to prices, not to ability. “ Why do I need a 
ig priced teacher when my child is just beginning to 
earn ny teacher can teach notes and time and easy 
tunes why should I spend so much money when my 
child needs lessons at least twice a week. ” There are, no 
doubt, a great many families who, though they wish to 
give their children a musical education, are obliged to 
practice strict economy. And there are also a good 
many teac ers, especially ladies, who are competent to 
confer good instruction and are also willing, or rather 
forced by circumstances, to offer it at low rates. But 
s range enough, and many teachers will bear me witness, 
and IS ®finera*Uthe rich who bargain with the teacher, 
® P°°r. At some other time I may argue the 
cheai!°tn \ wbetber '3 a good policy to have a 
shad! r ur f°r a beginner or not- We meet different 
-econri I?f j T™ character everywhere. People buy 
chean i T^’ “ shoddy ^hes, » and othe'r 
“very chean ,eCaUSe the idea of buying something 
certain snf r °° temptinS to withstand ; there is a 
t0 be “ble to say, “ My daughter plays 
£ 7/ n,Cely’and 8he haS 8“ch 8 nice teacher : I pay 
tust as !h Cent,7 leS80n’” (Perhaps only 2-5 cents); 
carnet “nt,W°U^ ^ lfsomebody admired their new (?) 
20 cen’ts a ya'd and 1 tbink 1 paid °"'-v 
harmpno it. . .. ' 8ucb 18 human nature and thus it 
is a demand tl 6 P“bllC make tbe teacher, for where there 
a demand tbere is soon a supply. 
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DONT’S FOR PUPILS AND TEACHERS. 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
FOR PUPILS. 
Don’t sit in a bad position, but sit up straight, yet not 
stiff. 
Don’t rest satisfied with your knowledge of a piece 
till you know the main facts at least in the life of its 
composer. . 
Don’t omit a frequent practice on any good piece 
you may have learned, except for a few days now and 
then. , 
Don’t give up because you have made a failure. Find 
the cause of your trouble and profit by the experience 
in making a success of your endeavors the next time. 
Don’t play base ball if you have any hopes of playing 
a musical instrument. 
Don't make so common a use of music or play such 
styles of it as would lead people to think you have a low 
idea of the musical art. Good music well played is the 
remedy. Reputation is the savory meat of that kernel. 
Don’t let an opportunity slip of speaking a good word 
for your teacher to your musical friends. 
Don’t play a passage here and bungle a page there 
when invited to play for a friend, but always have the 
whole of some good pieces thoroughly well iu hand, that 
you may do your composer, teacher and yourself justice, 
as well as interest your listener. 
Don’t think it would be useless to take a lesson 
because you have not had a full practice upon it; your 
teacher can at least set you right and inspire you with 
a new fund of enthusiasm. 
Don’t lose a lesson, for missing lessons takes all inter 
est out of your practice and discourages your teacher, as 
well as wrongs him in reputation and the price of the 
lesson. 
Don’t bow or exclaim at a mistake. The mistake will 
not be noticed if you will not so advertise it; then, again, 
a mistake is not worthy of an obeisance. 
Don't make a laughing stock of yourself by putting on 
conceited airs. 
Don’t allow any special change of face or features 
when at an instrument. Such things detract largely 
from the pleasure of the listener. Cultivate a pleasing 
expression, with the help of a mirror if necessary. 
Don't bend and sway about when playing. People 
call it “ putting on airs,” and they are about right,, for 
such contortions are often but an expression of egotism. 
Don’t go too fast, and then you need make no mistakes. 
A mistake avoided is better than a mistake corrected. 
Don’t stop for a mistake when playing a piece that 
you have well learned, lest you contract the bad habit of 
•stumbling at every difficulty. Learn all of the hard 
places by slow and exact practice, so there will be no 
occasion to hesitate and stop while playing. 
Don’t pass by a mistake when learning a piece, but 
solve the difficulty and practice the passage carefully and 
slowly tili it is perfectly easy to play it correctly. 
Don’t make a multitude of excuses when asked to 
play, only one or two words of mild declination, 
enough to prove if tbe invitation means that yon are 
really wanted to play or only a compliment was intended. 
Don’t try to get out of practice by trumping up some 
trivial excuse. Excuses are only given to cover up 
laziness. 
Don’t forget that while practice will teach, excuses 
only cheat you. 
Don’t put a very high value upon excuses, for no one 
is deceived with an excuse but ihe person who gives it, 
when he thinks that he is fully believed. 
Don’t forget that many people, and especially teachers, 
believe that excuses are given to hide or cover the real 
reason. 
Don’t make an exception of yourself, for he who 
excuses his weaknesses and faults instead of overcoming 
them is doomed to make an ignominious failure of life. 
Don’t say that you make no pretenses in music, but do 
whatever you attempt so well that excuses would be 
useless. Command a hearing from superiority, and not 
beg it because of your deficiencies. 
Don’t do your work so poorly that you must make 
excuses for it, but so well that it can “ speak in its own 
favor.” , 
Don’t go to your teacher with a poor lesson and , 
good excuse. No one ever mastered an art with excuses. 
Don’t give good excuses instead of good lessons. t 
don’t pay, and besides a pupil who often gives excuses 
is never believed. .... 
Don’t fret, and fire up, and snap back, when criticised. 
Criticism is a part of the price you pay for your public 
triumphs as well as your popularity. 
Don’t consider a like or dislike of as great worth as 
an opinion founded upon knowledge. Some ignorant 
people criticise music with as much assurance as a 
learned jndge of the Supreme Court gives a decision 
upon a point of law. I heard a man say ; ‘ The™ .anit 
another piece of music in this world the equal of The 
Last Rose of Summer.’ ” 
FOR TEACHERS. 
Don’t think because you teach only beginners it 
doesn’t matter if you know much about music or not. 
That would be a fatal mistake. 
Don’t know so much that isn’t so ; sift down your 
knowledge till you get the kernel of every subject that 
interests you. 
Don’t fail to go to the very depths of every subject 
that comes to your thought and experience. This is the 
only way to become superior, and here the reference 
library is invaluable. 
Don’t merely know the subject, but know all about it; 
be so thorough in it that you can explain clearly to a 
person whs knows nothing about the matter. By the 
way, this is the best possible means of bringing your 
knowledge into a useable form. The next best way is to 
write it out. . e 
Don’t “throw cold water” on the musical efforts of 
other teachers and musicians. Say something good of 
them or keep silent. 
Don’t speak slightingly of teachers who do elementary 
work. They are preparing pupils for the advance 
teachers. . . . 
Don’t speak disparagingly of your professional rivals, 
or people will call you narrow and small-souled. And 
they will be getting uncomfortably near the truth, too. 
Don’t waste time in scheming and intriguing to injure 
other teachers, but make a good use of your time for 
self-improvement. Intrigue always recoils; it kicks 
harder than it shoots. 
Don’t try to get pupils away from another teacher. 
Such meanness always overreaches itself. 
Don’t put off giving the first lessons, for pupils so often 
change their mind, especially when some amateur 
teacher offers lessons at half rates. 
Don’t turn off an eager and ambitious pupil because 
his pocketbook is small. When you find talent and “ a 
genius for application” give all the instruction wanted 
and be thankful that such a rare “ find ’’ has fallen to 
your lot; but arrange to have him pay you in the future, 
or by helping you in some way. 
Don’t ignore those branches of musical art that you 
do not teach. Schumann says ; “ If all would play first 
violin we could get no orchestra together. Respect each 
musician, therefore, in his place. 
Don’t follow, but be leader in, your profession. At¬ 
tend summer music schools, and work hard all the year 
round for self-improvement. 
Don’t stand in the way of a teacher or pupil who 
thoroughly believes in himself, for he will make a mark 
in spite of your opposition or bis own blunders. 
Don’t let obstacles crush or discourage you. They 
are put in our way to test us and give strength. You 
prove yourself a man or a ninnie in the way you meet 
them. _ . 
Don’t fail to find your weak points in music, and then 
never attempt to render that style before friends or 
the public. _ . 
Don’t allow a pupil to practice on a piano that is out 
of tune. Interest yourself in this matter and “ labor ’’ 
with patrons if necessary. Why not get up a, club an 
employ a first class tuner, and perhaps get a discount by 
having each piano tuned twice or four times a year ! 
Don’t neglect to put down the title and composer o 
every good piece you hear or know of as a memorandum- 
help in making up your orders' 
Don’t give less than the stipulated time to the lesson, 
or your patrons will be dissatisfied and speak ill of you, 
to the detriment of your reputation. 
Don’t fail to give your pupil a pleasant word ot en¬ 
couragement when he learns his lesson. It will do him 
a world of good and you no harm. 
Don’t think any good word you may say about a 
pupil to his friends will be lost, for it will certainly be 
told, and the pupil will feel greatly encouraged upon 
hearing of your good opinion. 
Don’t criticise one pupil to another or to the parents 
of another. Always have a good word to say about a 
pupil, for people believe that “ the dog who will bnng a 
bone is none too good to take one. 
Don’t make an explanation that doesn’t explain, or a 
statement that is not wholly correct, or your pupil w.l 
learn the truth and hold an opinion of you that may not 
be very flattering to your sense of self respect. 
Don’t ignore common sense nor forget to let it, have a 
part in the rule of your affairs, as well as a part in your 
teaching. , . . 
Don’t begin a lesson until you have some point 
clearly in mind upon which you are going to improve 
Don’t be afraid to play the passage of misunderstood 
music for ihe pupil and so make its content clear to 
him. There is no danger of his becoming an imitator 
because of this indispensable help. 
HOW TO PRA0TI0E. 
BY ALEXANDER LAMBERT. 
Adopt for your motto: “ System before everything ” 
When you start to practice, practice Bystematically 
Never practice over four hours a day. Don t think 
that by practicing six or seven hours a day you will 
become abater artist than he who practices four hours 
a day Your fingers cannot stand so long a strain, and 
ff you persist, they will take their revenge a few years 
later when your fingers will begin to lose their strength 
and surety. ? A student wh* cannot accomplish much in 
four hours. will not in six. # . 1 
Divide your hours for practicing thus: one hour and 
a half in the morning; the same in the afternoon, and 
one hour in the evening. , five-fineer 
la the morning, devote half an hour g 
exercises and scales ; half an hour to your Uudes and 
half an hour to your sonata or piece. Do the same m 
the afternoon. The hour in the evening maybe 
devoted to reviewing your last lesson. divide 
Do not practice your whole lesson every da5dl™e 
,t into equal psrts. You can learn one page a day, 
whprf* vou could not learn two or three. 
Always practice slowly and carefully. If you come 
across a difficult passage, practice ,t with each hand 
separately, repeating the passage fir8‘ tot havt 
strength, and then faster and more softly until you have 
“soo^as you feel the least tired, stop and rest 
Finger campsf sprained wrists, etc., are often the 
results of carelessness. It suffices to practice a few 
minutes with a tired wrist to incapacitate you from using 
’X.rrfr.rXin.i.K.. listen.» ryff ™ 
is too ofien overlooked. Listen to yourse f as though 
,ou were listening to another. You will thus avoid 
m Take^are^'while practicing, that your arm and wrist 
feel perfectly easy. As soon as you feel it stiffening, it 
is a sign that you arc not practicing proper y. 
pumice with as much strength as you can with a 
l0<Ahvays^ sit straight, with the shoulders thrown well 
back, and far enough away from the piano to be able to 
move vour arms with perfect freedom. . . 
Do not endeavor to practice with expression before 
having mastered your piece technically. 
Programme Arranging.—Seek to keep up the interest 
of the audience by variety and contrast. Begin a con¬ 
cert with two or more performers engaged in the first 
number. Avoid having soloists whose voices are simi¬ 
lar follow each other. Introduce duels, trios or quar- 
tettes at imervals of three numbers. So plan ihat 
interest in the music will grow till the last number is 
finished. One steady crescendo. 1 he more participants 
there are the more varied can the programme be made. 
— Frank N. Tubbs, in Voice Quartetly. 
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RULES FOE PEAOTICE, 
BY C.««. P. CARY. 
When the hour for practice arrives, go at once to the 
piano and commence upon the lesson the teacher has 
given you. By stopping awhile to dread it and loitering 
by the way, fifteen minutes are easily lost; then, if, 
when seated, you play some old air, whistle or sing 
some other, or try to pick out by ear something you 
have heard, playing, perhaps, carelessly once through 
your lesson, you had better stay entirely away from the 
piano, for, by such a course, your own time is wasted a- 
well as your parents’ money, and you become a disgrace 
to your teacher and yourself. 
If you have a certain number of hours given you for 
practice, and do not know how best to divide the time 
between finger exercises, scales, pieces, etc., ask your 
teacher for a programme of practice. 
A certain amount of time must be set apart for scale 
practice; if your teacher does not give it to you, take it 
yourself. Hummel, when asked how he obtained such 
immense execution, answered, ** I owe it first to the 
scales, secondly to the scales, and thirdly again to the 
scales.” Important as these are, they may be prac 
ticed, not only without profit, but with serious injury. 
The exact manner of using the fingers and wrists can 
be taught properly only at the piano, and only by well 
educated teachers. 
Playing a piece straight through and through is not 
practicing it; that is simply reading it. When you take 
up a piece to learn, ask yourself the following questions : 
What is the name of it? By whom is it written ? What 
opus of the author is it? What form of composition is 
it, whether air and variations, tarantelle, senate,, or fan- 
taste? What key is it in ? Then play that scale to re¬ 
fresh your memory with the fingering. What time is it 
in . then analyze, as many measures as are necessary to 
prove to yourself that you can count it. Now play it 
slowly through, striking no note until you have found it, 
and not omitting to count a single measure. Then 
commence practicing by piecemeal—in small portions 
—stopping at the difficult passages till they are con¬ 
quered. Much time is lost by playing the easier meas- 
ures as many times as the harder ones. When you have 
practiced one or two hours upon the piece, lay it aside 
until later in the day or until the next day, and practice 
some study or old piece; the mind is rested by the 
change. Practice from one to three liours every day 
upon the piece, according to the number of hours you 
practice per day, and according to the difficulty of the 
piece. When you can play it easily and steadily 
through, commence to observe every mark of expres 
sion. 1 his done, look to see what movement the piece 
is in, and, if it is metronomized, bring it up to the 
required rapidity. If it is not metronomized, and you 
have not yet sufficient knowledge of movements to trust 
your own judgment, consult your teacher or some other 
musician. 
When you think you play it finely, seek to hear some 
one play it better. 
One piece played with a true appreciation of the 
author s meaning, with every chord struck pure and 
clean, the fortes given with deep power and the pian¬ 
issimo.?with delicate tenderness, and every phrase artis- 
tically finished, is more acceptable to your audience, 
and will bring you a better musical reputation than ten 
pieces blundered through, with blurred runs, muddy 
chords and slovenly arpeggios. The pianist must re 
member that the public are only interested in the result 
5 r t. .u’ they, oare not whether ‘he piece which 
delights them was learned in a week, or whether it cost 
him six months hard labor. If his playing is perfect 
they at once count him an artist; if imperfect^ he is 
condemned; they cannot decide whether his errors ar, 
attributable to a want of musical ability and appreciation 
or to insufficient practice. Generally, in such cases, 
both are true; the fact that he will offer to the public 
an unfinished piece is proof that he is wanting in musical 
appreciation. The true musician shrinks from marring 
by imperfect execution, the composition ofa master. 
„ have learned perfectly one piece, play that if 
asked. When you have learned the second, retain the 
first and so on, till you have, at least, twelve pieces in 
dron Tprt°'|re' F[°m that time’ you may- occasionally, drop one, always however retaining in your memory 
rom twelve to twenty solos. This is easily done by 
setting apart a certain number of them to be played two 
days in a week, a certain other number two other days 
r, he n\ak'n£sach a programme of practice that ali 
will be played at least twice per week. By this system 
the pianist has always something to play. 7 ’ 
Easy pieces and musical trifles are not necessarily 
difficut8s8o;ioPe°Pde d0 n0t always want t0 tear abut difficult solo, and yon are not always in condition to 
play such a solo ; therefore keep in your memory a few 
light pieces, with which to entertain your friends. 
Never play snatches of pieces; if you cannot go 
attempt it P‘eCe’ °r & m0vement of a Pie“, do not 
If possible, spend an hour each day, reading music 
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To read which you have no intention of learning. To read 
readily is a great assistance to the player. Bead otttn 
duetts with others. . . 
Omit no opportunity to accompany other instruments 
or singers ; fine accompanists are rare. 
Commit nearly every one of your solos to memory; it 
is not only inconvenient to be dependent always upon 
notes, but, when he is not obliged to watch both music 
and hands, the pianist plays with more freedom and effect. 
Never begin a piece faster than you can with certainty 
go through it. . . 
Passages which, when learned, are to be fortissimo, 
should be practiced, occasionally, pianissimo; as, 
thereby, a truer appreciation of their meaning is 
obtained, and you are less likely to pound them. It is 
also well to practice pianissimo passages, occasionally, 
with a fortissimo touch ; because it assists in retaining 
perfect distinctness of tone when they are softened. 
Love and respect your piano; never place anything' 
upon it which can soil or mar it, and sit down before it 
with clean hands and clean nails. 
Respect and obey your teacher. Sit quietly down, 
making no excuses except in case of serious illness, or 
unless he asks the reason for some unusually imperfect 
lesson. Remember you are there to be taught; there¬ 
fore do not talk, but listen; speak of nothing which 
does not pertain to your lesson, unless it is necessary. 
Pass nothing you do not understand, without asking an 
explanation. Do not forget his least suggestion. let it 
be to you a command. Never be impatient under his 
criticisms, even if they seem to you unnecessarily severe; 
it is. easier for him to allow you to play without cor 
rection; therefore, when he stops you for criticisms, 
rest assured you need them, and profit by them, for it is 
just these you are paying for. 
Read the lives and letters of the musicians, and re 
member the names of their principal compositions. 
Improve every opportunity of hearing good music, 
whether vocal or instrumental, and strive to produce 
on the piano the same sympathetic effects which you 
nPQV Trnm fino Trnl/iAn nv. j J • .1 '1,1 • 
-• v. v*».v. "11IU moil UI1ICIMO, 1 Ills, 
course, is very difficult; but Thalberg says “emotion 
renders us ingenious, and the necessity of expressing 
what we feel creates for us resources which never occur 
to the mechanical performer.” 
Listen to the criticisms of musicians upon the per¬ 
formance of others, and think if they will not apply also 
to yours. 
Do not be selfish in playing with others; the perfec 
non of music is only in many instruments, and everv 
one cannot play first part; therefore, in all concerted 
Pieces, show your good nature and artistic appreciation 
of the importance of all the parts, by a willingness to 
take any instrument or part which needs you, 6 
DIFFERENT COURSES FOR DIFFERENT 
PUPILS. 
BY J. W. HSB51ANN. 
Enteking upon our own especial field as music 
teacher, it must be our foremost thought to make the 
result of our labors last for life, as much as is in our 
power. We not only wish to teach for the benefit of the 
school years, but for life. What preparation, then, will 
best fit our pupils for this independence from teachers? 
To get at this let us consider the following two points: 
First, that at least four-fifths of all music pupils are 
girls. Secondly, that the far greater majority of these 
study music as an accomplishment and enjoyment, more 
than with the view of becoming music teachers. 
Now it seems necessary, for the best results, to arrange 
a somewhat different course of study for the one class 
than for the other. The student preparing himself for a 
life work in music as a profession must be fully equipped 
as to all technical and theoretical ability, and be well 
informed in harmony, musical history, etc. But he 
must not alone have acquired this musical skill, theo¬ 
retical knowledge and general musical information, hut 
must keep up these acquirements by work, and must 
increase them, and, so to say, gain a great reserve force 
from which to impart to his pupils daily. 
The far greater class, as above stated, can have these 
opportunities during school years only. After these 
years have passed, and they are in active life, they do 
not find quite so much time to spend with music. 
Household and other duties take up most of the time 
ihen. How fortunate are those that have had a teacher 
iliat taught them the works of our great compo-ers, 
classic and modern, works that can be played to full 
enjoyment with a fair degree of technical skill, if all 
of the years have not been spent injudiciously by learn* 
ing a certain amount of finger dexterity with now and 
then a piece for the next recital. How earnestly we 
should work to give our pupils, besides a good ground¬ 
work of technical exercises, scales and studies, a system¬ 
atic course of Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schu- 
bert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Jensen, Heller, Theodore 
Lirchner and many others that it will not be necessary 
PRESSURE VERSUS STRIKING. 
BY E. DAVIES. 
The first thing to be thought about is the touch. It k 
an error to suppose that to possess a good touch one 
“oSa-6 £n,wl,h !t’ f°r those who arf not naturallv 
gifted in that way can do a great deal to acquire it J 
I he secret of a full round touch, a touch with music 
n ll) a caressing pressure of the keys, with firm fin 
gers but loose wrist; for as rigidity is not pnmnot ki 
with beauty in art of any kind, so there must be“ othine 
stiff in pianoforte playing. notnmg 
Io illustrate my meaning: Take a simnle 
exercise, and before playing let the hand be placed na? 
ural'y on the keys, with the fingers rounded from both 
joints so that the tips cannot be spen thp .i,, , , 
be bent and used freely from the too .W a'a\to 
lingers ; this will prevent stiffness of the thumb”6 “ 
I he elbows and wrist must be on a line with the 
board, so the length of the arm must decide .L- key' 
tant question of how high or how low the ^ l-mpor 
should sit; should that part of the arm from rh 
jo the elbow be short, Pone must SR low” her£e t 
force will proceed from the wrong place. the 
io ensure looseness, exercise the wrist nn smi a 
Without altering the position of (he hand on fhe keya°Wn 
: 
££* &*,*: 
toZ'SZX !‘™s ■“ pr"°“ “ 
""" «>• 
muscles, only be careful not to cramp the hand " 
Zord g6rS’ aBd DOt UnbendiDg *em-ZsZal 
» . -* ..vvvoonij 
tor me to mention here. 
It is far better for this more numerous class of our 
young ladies, that can give but four or six years 
to music, to get fully acquainted with these great masters 
and gam a knowledge of the best ideas these tone-poets 
ave left for us, and of the best contemporary American 
and European composers, than to spend so much time 
m learning pieces of acrobatic skill, which they soon lose, 
wtHiout a real benefit to themselves or any one else. 
One can do nothing with too little mechanical skill, 
* 7 “ " Hkewi8e usele8a- We must make 
mu,t!t baeCUrau readerS °f °Ur pupi,s’ p,|large their t::r:ibor,Tby Tku,g tbem with the 
nature of the d'ff' 0,16" W6 must expla'n ttle real 
hI e the n enlC°mp0si,i0ns’ and Iiu>«> by little 
ove tit” T/ idfa °f ^m. so they will 
love them and play them of their own accord. 
OU muesfc°airThdSbeen ^ a °De as above outlined, 
d“Le and on be raised to a considerable 
best e asfofmrn 7 Wi“ ^ and ,earn <° ** 
apr adTo al l h°meS' and fr°'" ^ere it will 
spread to all phases of private and public life. 
every place, or noint in . “.fuan}- in tact, nearl 
of tact-freedomP can bp ^0a’posit,on’bat is susceptibl 
employing rallentandn„ ar ,more tban 0De m°de ( 
one of these modes beino” ,'ac^erandos. without an 
pnate * * * when 8 “bsoluteljr faulty or inappre 
phrase or passage, re7nrTiTavaidea’ “7 gr°Up; ° 
composition. Then the yanous places of 
but it should be his dutv^n nT8 not only at libertj 
ateach repetitfon in orVer?o“°de of renderi" 
deciding upon this variation hi k monotOBy- But i: 
precedes and what follows an'd th baJ t0 cons,der wha 
of rendering.—Czerny S’ &nd tben deter®>ne his modi 
”,d »«*' b'“ ”“,ic 
•SONATA. 
I. 
i 
Revised by Fred. C-Hohr. 
% A Sonata is a composition consisting-of several movements, offering-contrasts and variety in melody, harmony, and 
C) indtation of Mclmd^Subject in the Bass; d) Coda, or ending-, e) the , indicates a slight raising-of the hand imme - 
diately resuming- the flow of the music, g) the fing-ering- marked here, though not usual, will be found useful on ma¬ 
ny occasions. 
Copyright,by Theo.Prosier. 
amis portion of the first movement is called the “development’,’ or “elaboration” 
D) imitation of the first Subject in the Bass. 
C) to make the movement more complete in form it would be well to insert here the first s 
bars of the first part, in which case the 8th bar might be chang-ed thus: “ * 8 
CD the second Subject, in the principal key. 
e)Coda. J 
G. Janke, Op.15,No.l. 5 
a\ Give the 8th notes about the same time as the 4th notes in the first movement. b) the touch marked . is best produced by drawing- the fingers off the edge of the keys. 
C >£. ZL does not signify the same as — 
Jy . +Vl. +hp Ipft band should play crescendo, while the right hand plays aimmueniw. 
e) notice here tta imttaUons L each han'd, the marks for raising the hands, and peculiar fingering. 
G. Janke, Op. 15, No.l. 5 
4 in. 
• HONDO. 
Allegro molto. Ungarese. J= 120 to 138. 
^Fff r f £££r B— 
1 V . / nf 
4 
I rt_ 
*.31=5 7—^ -j~r ■ 
* A Rondo is a form of composition in which one well defined, orinrinal . 
nating-with one or more secondary Themes in various keys. This Romlo rnnZr, °r less ^quently, alter- 
and “F”major, marked respectively a),b),C). 7 Kondo contains 3 Themes, in“C,,major, ‘‘A” minor, 
d) practice each of the two fing-ering-s marked until satisfied which is the best 
the notes marked with accents are called “syncopated’/ because they fall on the “weak” e 
the 1 strong-” half of the next beat; such notes are always accented ^ °7 °ne anc* over 
G. Janke, Op. 15, No.l. 5 
5 
G. Janke, Op. 15,No. 1. 5 
fi To Miss Ettie Phipps. 
Nymphs at Play _6. 
8 
Nymphs at Play. 6. 
9 
Con espressione. 
i 
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f 1/ +■ **• ^  
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Nyinplis at PI ay-6. 
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Dance 1NTHE Green. 
MAIENTANZ.. 
Allegretto. 
C.B0HM,0p.28O. 
Copyright 1892,by THEO. PRESSER. 
Panceintlie Green.5. 
Dance in the Green .5 . 
15 
Dance in ilie Green -5. 
Dance ill tli *» nreen.5. 
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the sheet music question. 
by CHARLES W. LANDON. 
Tills is a six-sided question. It concerns the com¬ 
poser publisher, dealer, teacher, pupil, and parents, to 
say nothing of the general listener. It is, therefore, 
not at all singular that there should be conflicting inter¬ 
ests and various opinions. The difficulties surrounding 
the question are as great as they are varied. Composers 
want and deserve, but seldom realize, a fair remunera¬ 
tion for their creations; the publisher issues music for 
the money supposed to be in it, but which he does not 
always get; the dealer sells music for a living; the 
teacher teaches music for the same, and may generally 
be credited with more or less art feeling, along with the 
composer; the pupil buys music under protest at its 
price, and the parents murmur still more at its cost and 
generally insist on a scant quantity because of the ex¬ 
pense, while the general public do the criticising for all 
the above interested parties. 
There is no greater factor in a teacher s success than 
the music he selects to meet the needs of his pupils, both 
as to its quality as well as quantity. At ordinary sheet 
music prices the music for a term of twenty lessons will 
be from two to twenty dollars, this difference being 
caused by the ease and rapidity with which the pupil 
learns, the grade of advancement, and the thoroughness 
demanded in the learning by the teacher. 
Music bills are reduced by the use of “ Albums and 
“ Polios,” and, by the use of the cheap and excellent 
foreign editions of the classics. But the album and folio 
are not as much of an economy as is generally supposed, 
for, having one, the teacher will give many pieces to his 
pupil that he would not think it worth while to waste 
the pupil’s time upon if it were sheet music, resulting 
in a loss of tuition fees, and the pupil’s work, study, and 
time. A greater waste is in the study of “ manufactured 
music,” music that is condensed, and has a multitude of 
repeats, da capos, dal segnos, and different directions 
calculated to save space, printing, paper, and cost, that 
the piece may be sold for five cents. The waste is in 
the incompleteness of the edition, in its absence of cor¬ 
rect phrasing and fingering,in its being so much crowded 
upon the page as tb be difficult to read, and this is made 
far worse by the use of rough and poor paper an 
worse printing; such music is dear at any price; an 
then, too, there is a certain fitness and regard to taste 
in having a fine piece printed well and on good paper, 
and, above all, in its being well edited, phrased, an 
fingered, with clear engraving and an open, easily rea 
^Skillfully adapted selections of pieces being so great a 
factor in the advancement of pupils, it is incumbent 
upon the teacher to keep a large assortment of music in 
stock, that he may meet the exact needs o eae pupi 
For the money invested, for the skill shown in 8plectl°S’ 
because of the express and mail charges, an rom 
large amount of music that he cannot use because l 
meets no real want of a pupil and is therefore a loss, he 
should have, and is in right entitled to. a fair profit, 
may be remarked in parenthesis that he loses more 
than he makes when he orders new music just to try it, 
for the sake of giving his pupils something new an 
fresh. Yet another loss is unpaid bills, which, alas, 
even the music teacher has to suffer. 
Every teacher knows that he has pupils whose parents 
can scarcely afford the cost of tuition, yet, that their 
children may have the advantages of a goo e uca 
they give them music lessons. In these cases 1 
hard matter to give music enough to make the c u 
time and best advantages coincide _ with the parent s 
inability to pay a large sheet music bill, an so tia 
tuition paid the teacher may be of the greates va u 
the pupil. When the teacher has a price margin on 
sheet music he buys he will, in such cases feel more as 
if he could “lend ” a sufficient amount of music to th 
class of pupils, and perhaps eventually give it J 
requesting its return. , 
Several publishers and dealers are now helping 
teacher and the cause of music by sending a se ectio 
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music “ on examination,” the teacher retaining only 
such pieces as he wishes, and returning at the end of the 
school year the remainder. This plan has much in its 
favor for the teacher, although he cannot get quite as 
low terms as when he buys direct. Our publishers are 
to be thanked for this concession. 
The “manufacturers” of music are doing the cause 
much harm from the fact that they print only pieces that 
are already in great demand, pieces of which the regular 
publishers ha*ve editions, and thus they are unfair com¬ 
petitors. The copyright laws will gradually cut off this 
feature of music publishing, to the advantage of com¬ 
posers, publishers, and music buyers. This may be made 
more evident, perhaps, by explaining that every age needs 
an expression of its spirit in literature, art, and music, 
by the issue of works of its contemporaries. This calls 
for publishers, in the case of music, to put upon the 
market great quantities, much of which never pays the 
expense of its printing. To cover this cost and loss a 
larger price on ail music is necessary, that it may be 
covered by those compositions that become popular and 
sell largely. These higher prices must be maintained, 
because of the royalties given the composer, and because 
the “manufacturers” of music have taken away, to a 
large extent, the profits of publishers on their foreign 
reprints. . . 
Good and well edited and annotated editions are ex¬ 
pensive, and demand the regular price that we may have 
the advantages of such editions for pupils. I he anno- 
lated editions are a new feature, comparatively, and are 
of great value, for they give the musical public the 
advantages of the knowledge and teaching methods ot 
the best musicians. 
The worst feature of the sheet music trade is suffered 
in those towns where the local dealers sell to all cus¬ 
tomers at a large discount, a discount that prevents the 
teacher from selecting the pieces that his pupils study. 
This results in pupils buying their own music of the 
dealer, and these dealers invariably buy only the mutil¬ 
ated, condensed, and miserably printed and worse edited 
issues of the “music manufacturers,” which waste the 
best efforts of teachers and pupils. This is a wrong 
that should be righted. If teachers will combine upon 
this question they can soon bring the dealers to reason¬ 
able terms. 
LISTENING TO ONE'S OWN PLAYING. 
BY T. P. CURRIER. 
The habit of listening to his own playing, of studying 
mu'ical effect, should be formed by the student as soon 
Tnossible. Of course, this is natural to a certain ex¬ 
tent to all players of a musical nature ; but, like a 
rmturally good ear, or flexible hands, it is a thing capa 
S3 S depends o. ,ke ».!« of 
one’s pianoforte. But given one of good Tual'ly- fil‘® 
resuUs may be obtained by playing single notes and chords 
very slowly ; making the endeavor to produce a pure, 
round and long tone, without striking the keys heavily. 
If one becomes interested in this form of tone produc 
ion slow exercises will never seem tedious nor useless 
Slow movements of sonatas, like the adagios of the 
., xtnnnlivht ” and the “ Appassionata, and pieces 
like Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words, Nos. 18 and 
T and Godard’s “Reverie Pastorale and Au 
Matin ’’may also be practiced advautageously m his 
manner. Studies in pedaling may be combined with this 
kUMusifcri°effect should also be kept in mind when 
applying the finishing touches to rapid passages. Aftei 
first part of Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu, for ex- 
Lnple isPnote-perfect, each passage should be studied 
nnrnose in view of creating “ waves of tone, 
instead of resting content with simply playing the notes 
rapidly This latter style of playing such passages 
exhibits one’s dexterity of finger, but does not produce 
the best effects that the pianoforte is capable of. Boston 
Musical Herald. 
Reserve not your energies for the future, when you 
expect to do great things, but exercise them every day, 
80 that when the time for great deeds does come, your 
strength will be developed. You will never rise in the 
world without doing your daily work well.-Merz. 
HELPS AND HINTS. 
Intelligent perception should precede and direct the 
mechanical execution.—Christiani. 
Those exercises are the best which can be made the 
most interesting to the pupil .-Henry Fisher. 
Never begin the piece in a quicker tempo than you 
can with certainty go on with it to the end. Czerny. 
Iu undertaking a new piece, decide upon the best 
fingering for it and then adhere to it unflinchingly.- 
Charles W. London. 
People say, “ It pleased,” or “ It did not please as 
if there were nothing higher than the art of pleasing the 
public.—Schumann. 
. In order to play correctly and establish true habits, 
mistakes must be avoided, and this can only be done in 
slow practice.—P■ J■ Menges. 
Music_eVen in the most harrowing moment—onght 
never to offend the ear, but should always remain music, 
which desires to give pleasure.—Mozart. 
Have you real talent-real feeling for art? Then 
study music-do something worthy of the art,-and 
dedicate your whole soul to the beloved sumi.-Long- 
fellow. 
Ye peddlers in art, do ye not sink into the earth when 
ye are reminded of the words of Beethoven on his dying 
bed, “ I believe I am yet but at the beginning . 
Schumann. 
If the young teacher desires to create a permanent 
impression of a favorable character, he will not talk 
about his superior skill, but proceed to exhibit it through 
his good work.—Henry Fisher. 
The pupil’s fault may be caricatured, for the purpose 
of illustration; but the pupil must understand that you 
do this not for ridicule, but for a more clear demonstra¬ 
tion of his fault.- Wm. C. Wright. 
Nothing is in reality more difficult, than the task of 
initiating one in special education. It is really difficult 
because a product of nature cannot be moulded and 
adapted without great skill and judgment.-TAo-nas 
Tapper. 
Rousseau has said that musicians read too little, and 
it may be added, that many of them think too little. 
The world now demands that they shall be well read 
men and women, capable of thinking independently 
about their art.—Merz. 
The only valid hope of interesting listless pupils is to 
make them learn something. Indulgence in a teacher 
never aroused enthusiasm in a superficial and shirking 
pupil. Hold the pupil kindly to good work, be it ever 
so little.—Wm. C. Wright. 
Expression is often called the soul of music; so I 
may as well call technic the body; both should always 
<r0 together. Technic without expression has no 
charms; expression without technic is impossible, 
because unattainable.—Christiani. 
Sarcasm is a very cheap weapon, and seldom calls for 
much cleverness in its employment. To employ it on a 
defenseless pupil is most unfair, for it generally has 
more to do with the teacher’s ill temper than with the 
pupil’s incapacity.—Henry Fisher. 
That discrimination of touch which accents require, 
is in itself one of the most beautiful attributes of 
pianoforte playing, and the dynamical finger exercises 
which are needed for the attainment of such discrimina¬ 
tion, one of the best studies, and an excellent method 
for refining and beautifying touch.—Christiani. 
It is a common practice to let the child learn any how 
at first, and, when it has contracted all sorts of bad 
habits, to give it a good master, who has not only to 
teach, but also to unteach, if, indeed, that can be done. 
A child’s learning anything may be compared to wind¬ 
ing a skein of thread, which, if it never has been 
tangled, may be easily wound ; but if it be tangled, not 
only will the trouble be increased tenfold, but the 
chances are that the thread will be broken in many 
places, and consequently never perfect.— Burr owes. 
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TWO VIEWS OF THE MUSIO TEACHING PRO¬ 
FESSION. 
BY A. J. GOODRICH AND JAMES M. TRACY. 
il. 
Question 8.—Will the amateur teacher, during the 
next twenty-five years, flourish more or less than now ? 
And what steps can be taken to improve this evil? 
Answer.—Mr. A. J■ Goodrich.—In my opinion two 
remedies are necessary in order to eradicate the amateur 
music teacher: (1.) We must determine and maintain 
a standard of proficiency. (2.) We must organize 
musical clubs and societies with a view to unity of 
action in all matters relating to the welfare of the pro¬ 
fession. 
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.— Number seven 
covers the ground. The amateur teacher will flourish 
so long as there is a money consideration in it. Like 
amateurs in other professions, they are generally smart 
enough to command attention, thereby securing a large 
share5of the gross receipts. There is no way to suppress 
them, except by educating the masses, and that, as 
everybody knows, is a very slow process in the way ol 
reaching the desired result. I suggest the formation of 
a musical association, composed only of those who can 
furnish ample testimony of their ability and education, 
and whose members shall be above all sorts of trades, 
dollars and cents. This association should have an 
organ of its own, ably edited and supplied with articles 
on all topics pertaining to the best way of improving 
musical art. 
Question 9.—What is now and will be the greatest 
hindrance in making music a desirable profession? 
Answer.—Mr. A. J. Goodrich.—One objection has 
been adverted to. As a further illustration I will give a 
personal reminiscence. I was once asked to instruct a 
lad of about fifteen years in piano playing and theory. 
He was even then the best pianist and organist in a city 
of 40,000 inhabitants; possessed the gift of absolute 
pitch, natural intelligence of a high order, a strong, 
healthy constitution, and a moral character which has 
always remained above reproach. But when the lad 
began to study music seriously as a profession, his 
parents strongly opposed such a course. He continued 
for a while faithful to his St. Cecilia, and made several 
public appearances with indifferent success, owing prin¬ 
cipally to injudicious management. Being impatient of 
success, and having expensive tastes, he finally con¬ 
cluded that music would not yield him a sufficient 
income, and he adopted another profession. The 
father’s objections to music as a profession seem to have 
had no better foundation than this : He was a man of 
somewhat aristocratic tendencies, proud and ambitious, 
and not having associated with eminent artists and 
musicians, he failed to recognize the real worth of 
musical art. The local musicians he had known were 
men of no particular weight or influence, and he natu¬ 
rally dreaded to see his gifted son become one of these. 
Like many others, he judged according to his light; but 
this light was very dim and obscure. For he did not 
realize that a mind capable of conceiving the pastoral 
symphony, with its tonal combinations, significance of 
color, symmetrical proportions, affinity of motives, 
logical development and psychic effects, must have 
been at oncd active and exalted. The son, having 
stopped short of his full artistic development, also failed 
to comprehend the ultimate mission of musical art, for 
soon after his abandonment of the profession we find 
him writing acrimonious brochures against the influence 
of music upon character. But the spirit of harmony 
has finally prevailed over all prejudice and opposition, 
and forced this gentleman to become a recanter. He is 
now prominently associated with one of our best con¬ 
servatories, and thus proves that he has acquired the 
one necessary quality which he did not originally pos¬ 
sess, courage. 
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.—The greatest hin¬ 
drance we know of is the large number of charlatans 
which pervade its ranks, and the large numbers the 
advertised conservatories are hoisting on the profession 
in a half-educated manner. A good musician shrinks 
from the uneducated one, as he would from a contagious 
Question 10.—Should the talented, thoroughly edu¬ 
cated young musician seek to establish himself in a laige 
city, or to build up the musical department of a semi¬ 
nary, or locate in a large country town ? Please give 
reasons. 
Answer.—Mr. A. J. Goodrich.—Unless the young 
teacher can be assured of a promising position, I would 
not advise him to begin his career in a large city. In 
the first place, he will have to contend against ex¬ 
perienced and celebrated musicians, and this is fre¬ 
quently an insurmountable difficulty. In the second 
place, metropolitan cities are heartless emporiums, 
where business cares and enterprises tend to destroy 
amicability and mutual sympathy. No one will be 
interested in your welfare, board and rooms in desirable 
localities are very costly, and without influential rela¬ 
tions the social circle will be wholly inaccessible. 
People know not their neighbors, and this is a necessary 
evil of city life, for human depravity here reaches its 
lowest grade, and the incentives to cupidity and crime 
are much greater than in country or town. 
The musical department of a seminary offers some 
advantages: (1.) The pupils are secured by the institu¬ 
tion. (2.) Being in daily attendance at the seminary, 
pupils may be relied upon to appear at their lesson 
hours promptly. (3.) The music class can at almost 
any time be assembled for lectures, recitals, or class 
work. 
The disadvantages are : (1.) The prescribed course of 
study usually embraces so many irrelevant subjects that 
superficiality necessarily results and music is neglected. 
'Young girls who could not construct an intelligible 
sentence are expected to pass an examination in such 
works as “Porter’s Elements of Intellectual Science,” 
and the whole system of education too often consists in 
repeating after the manner of a paroquet certain sen¬ 
tences in certain books, without any knowledge on the 
part of the pupil of what the sentences import, or how 
this information is applied. (2.) In too many of our 
colleges music is considered a side issue and elbowed 
into a corner. Under these conditions the correlative 
branches, such as sight-reading, harmony, analysis, 
history, etc., are neglected, and the occupation of the 
teacher becomes a merely perfunctory one. All things 
considered, I believe the town offers the greatest 
advantages. The teacher is more independent, and if 
he possess some business qualifications, he can accom¬ 
plish better results. 
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.—We should de¬ 
cidedly say and advise the city; but circumstances, 
habits, tastes and friends may make it desirable or 
necessary to locate elsewhere. 
A thoroughly educated man dislikes to settle down in 
a small place where there are no congenial spirits to 
associate with; where there are few concerts, and 
where his art is not appreciated. 
It is better for the old and experienced teacher to 
withdraw from the city and locate in a large town or 
seminary rather than for the vigorous young man, 
because experience is absolutely needed in the semi¬ 
nary, and the city is the best place to acquire it, through 
the frequent concerts and contact with the world of art 
and artists. To become a good teacher it is necessary 
to come in contact with the cold world at large, to be 
measured; to receive if s censure, snubs or praise! If a 
teacher receives nothing but praise he soon becomes 
“big headed,” and his instructions are more or less 
valueless. If a teacher is successful in a large city, he 
certainly can be in a seminary or college; but not the 
reverse. Experienced men are always demanded in our 
colleges. Few young men get these situations. 
Question 11.—What influence upon the teaching pro¬ 
fession has the multiplication of conservatories? What 
is their influence upon musical art as their grade of 
utility now averages? 
Answer.—Mr. A. J. Goodrich.—The constantly in¬ 
creasing number of conservatories must result in ele¬ 
vating the standard of instruction. Competition alone 
will force this result. The great trouble with the con¬ 
servatories is, that they display a long list of teachers’ 
names with a view to advertising, rather than to meet the 
actual requirements of the school. The inevitable result 
is (wherever such methods are employed), that most oi 
the teachers, having but little employment in the con¬ 
servatory, feel no interest in its prosperity. But when 
properly conducted the conservatory affords many 
advantages, and is a public benefit. Otherwise Mendels¬ 
sohn would not have founded the Conservatorium at 
Leipsic, Cherubini would not have directed the one at 
Paris, nor Rubinstein the one at St. Petersburg. 
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy. So far it has not 
proven absolutely beneficial, for it thrusts upon the 
public a large number of inexperienced, and oftentimes 
unscrupulous teachers, who care only for the money 
they receive, and nothing for the good or respectability 
of the art. This state of things will remain so long as 
conservatories continue to advertise, and hold out 
inducements to any and all comers, to furnish desirable 
places to its graduates, regardless alike of fitness or 
respectability. These luring advertisements draw in 
many who are unfitted to hold a position in any profes¬ 
sion ; but the conservatories can make no discrimina¬ 
tion, and one graduate to them is quite as good as any 
other, for wbat is the good of a conservatory if it cannot 
provide places for its graduates? From my standpoint, 
the influence, with the present manner of American 
conservatory management, is bad. It most certainly 
injures, to a considerable extent, the private teacher’s 
business. 
Question 12.—Upon which should a young musician 
most rely, a brilliant technic and skill as a performer, 
or upon a profound theoretical and pedagogical knowl¬ 
edge? 
Answer.—Mr. A. J. Goodrich.—Some of the 
greatest musicians have been poor performers : Czerny, 
the teacher of Liszt; Villoing, the teacher of Rubin¬ 
stein; Berlioz, Wagner, Verdi, and other names might 
be mentioned. But it is not well at the present time to 
neglect either technic or knowledge. The day has 
passed when a Hertz or a Strakosch could tour the 
world as a concert pianist Most of the time should be 
devoted to such intellectual pursuits as have a direct 
bearing upon music. Generally too much time is spent 
upon mechanism, to the detriment of artistic taste and 
theoretical knowledge. 
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.—If only one of these 
can be obtained, I think a profound knowledge of 
musical theory, art and artists, the most likely to prove 
successful, though it is possible to acquire both to a 
good degree, in which case the chances would be 
greatly enhanced. 
A majority of people like to know what kind of quali¬ 
fications the teacher possesses before employing him. 
If he possesses the ability to play passably well, they 
can see that, whether they know anything about it or 
not; but the knowledge he may possess is something 
they cannot so readily see, and therefore cannot judge 
about. It is then best to be able to play, to some extent, 
as this will gain quicker and surer success. Much more 
might be said, but I think my ideas are sufficiently clear 
to be well understood. 
—Birds do not grow their plumage by feeding on 
feathers, and to seek to rear the young musician only on 
music is to starve the soul. He must “secrete” even 
his musical inspiration from the self-same material 
whence all sorts and conditions of men derive courage, 
enterprise, character, wisdom, judgment, prudence, 
feeling, aspiration, ideality, and inspiration. Without 
the successful nurture of these qualities, no amount of 
skill as a specialist will enable him to become a lord 
and ruler of men, or anything more than their most 
humble of servants; nay, worse, without such nurture 
he cannot even feel the true greatness of the achieve¬ 
ment of others in art- Hence, the need of including 
among the preliminaries to, and of carrying on hand- 
in hand with, the study of art, a methodic course of 
reading touching the chief points in general literature, 
science, history, poetry, and aesthetics. If, also, the 
student can emulate the linguistic attainments of Liszt, 
or follow a Tausig in his mathematical studies, he will 
feel only the stronger for it.—A. B. Parsons. 
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SELF-CULTIVATION IN MUSICAL TASTE. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Among my readers are many young teachers whose 
w education has not been all that they could have 
rUbut who have been driven by circumstances to 
Undertake blwork of teaching without adequate pre 
etlon therefor ; the same necessity, moreover, compels 
to reside in small towns where there are no players 
better than themselves, and not enough interest in music 
Sord concerts and recitals of choice music. Hence 
V themselves unable to improve as they feel they 
mmlt and paSarly unable to grow in the direction 
Fvi. and higher kinds of music—concerning which 
fip fg now very much said in periodicals oi almost 
there is no J benefit of such I have ventured to 
6VTertake' a ^ew suggestions, which if followed will | 
Un A oi|v lead them into a better musical state than they gradually leadAtom into a afford them an 
Ta 0of°tUhPey manner in whlch their pupils might be im- 
Ddrovedf For it is one of the disadvantages of teaching 
fn a small town that the average pupil has very little 
taste and honestly and persistently prefers the <‘ras^ie®tf, 
music of the day to the most soul-moving sonata of 
^feTey towhatTam about to suggest is “ Study/’ I 
raL teacher living in so small a town but if he 
Jhooses he can devote a* part of every day to practice 
chooses ne . <•” vears bis attainments will 
aI 
standpoint) in the works „ h The latter also. 
,r.i: 
u*., vb« i,™»s; lusniSS: .T.i.™ 
S8S»£ V2-*i, a._»■ » toi!T“he"b.‘2, 
the ear has become accustomed te themoreeieVd^ ^ 
serious harmonies which Bee which require i 
the thematic parts of music are theses 
especial study and cviUiva-tion- . , f a few 0f 
this direction I would recommend the study^ot ^ 
the Bach Inventions (the _ w P [ grgt invention in I 
heart. Let the student begin leading motive 
C. This is altogether made up outofje 1 ^ 
which begins it. Go tllr° = running a full measure 
how many times this motive, one,> in one 
from the beginning (from Aalf P ted ;n full; then 
measure to “one’ in the next), P repeated 
how many times more the^ first half * * «d ^ the 
without the remainder. I he g ^ times they ate 
remainder of the motives, an instruction in 
severally repeated. If y°u ha ecage my “Primer 
musical form, as will most like y the instruction in a 
of the Musical Forms willi affoi, J number 0f musical 
clear manner, together wl*'1 ,a , g „nt 0f which into 
examples, the subsequent de P A motive. I may 
phrases, sections, and periods is ■ j tbj which is 
remark, is any musical figure, J g for the 
taken as a text and repeated a number of times 
development of a musical se,'tence. way, it 
When this Invention has rt and then practiced 
must be played, and learned by he , tempo 
until it goes smoothly m something like tM 
assigned in the mark at the LegiB" a- g;on, and 
“ letter-perfect” performance add the exp ^ ;f ^ 
play it until it sounds like music P . ^ our own 
were having a good time with thos . ment wiH be 
pleasure. The next step in 7°" '^’^" pupil. 
to administer the same Invention 7t your 
But first you must exercise the pupd m hsten g j ^ 
performance. It would be better o a\ ^ exercise 
best pupils together in a sort of class. t bear 
them in hearing the Invention, having them y 
how many times the leading idea comes n. 
of a performance of a piece of this kin , bg bear(j 
treatment of the musical ideas, which s -<1 on 
answering one another, like a conversa an(j 
between two intelligent musicians (the right 
the left). You ought also to try and get the left hand to 
play exactly like the right hand,, and not, as it usua y 
does, like the right hand’s little sister. , 
All this will take some time, but one thing well done 
is worth more than many things half done. ou 
now take up the study in the same way the tourth in¬ 
vention and the eighth. These are the most musical of 
all and those which best repay practice. 1 here is also 
one in B-flat which is very good- /fte,r 
through, take up the Schumann “Novelette, Op. 
in B-minor. This is a capital example of the thematic 
mode of development as practiced by Shuman. n . 
also fully treated in my “ Musical Form. StiU later yo 
might take the first movement of the first sonata. o 
Beethoven. This is another exam pie of thematic devel 
opment, and as it is short, and the themes are very 
clearly defined, it is a good one to study. Another good 
one is the first movement of the sonata in C-minor, Up. 
10, No. 3. The ideas in this movement are strongly 
contrasted. It will most likely tahe rather a long 
time to study all these movements, having hrst. an 
lalyzed them, then practiced them, memonzed them 
and finally brought the playing up to ‘he grade o 
musical delight. But the time will have been we 
“ted- Later you will find it useful to practice the 
air and variations, beginning the sonata in A-Hat up. 
•26, of Beethoven. Take all the time you need> here 
in order to give opportunity for everything to stride 
m Meanwhile, in connection with these serious studies 
I play more or less of the slow movements, carry on your 
1 technical practice, and by all means do not forget to keep 
up a little practice on something brilliant to play. 
Do not be discouraged if the pieces I mention seem 
difficult at first. When you have ^^.IP'fhave 
heart you will find that most of its difficulties have 
disappeared. But by all means keep on with .eac _ 
piece until it comes out musical and free. 
PeYoau'will find after a.little of this exercise uiion 
vnnrself and still more in administering it to pupua. 
that all of you together are fttin8“°f interesting 
are liking pieces which at first you found uninteresti g 
It is by systematic perseverance, not much at ’ 
education.—Brainard's Musical World. 
HOW TO BEGIN. 
BY L. E. CHITTENDEN. 
Daily lessons, from fiftU^ thirty minutes in length 
are undoubtedly the best for young children, so that 
the first steps may be short and easily taken. 
Go over the same ground often. Children forget very 
^Monthly review work is excellent It is astonishing 
to see how much is forgotten in this time, as well as 
l6iTpltn that has worked well so far, in a, class contain¬ 
ing from six to eight beginners, is to call this month y 
review a recital. It sugar-coats the pill somewhat. 
On the last Saturday in the month they meet in their 
teacher’s parlor, or music room, at two m the afternoon. 
They are dressed in their best frocks, and the teacher 
also dons a somewhat unwontedly festive garb. They 
then listen to, and participate in, some such programme 
aS ^Duet.“From School of 4-Hand Playing” 
.From Studies. 
Recreation. ....Burgmuller. 
Etudfe..From Studies. 
~uet.’.From Carl Reinecke’s 
ng.Ypifty Songs for Children’s Voices.” . 
rinyo e ..From “Easy Classics.” 
£2 ."’."...........From “Easy Classics.” 
Generally after this, of course, varied programme a 
primer exercise is given by the teacher, with blackboard 
illustrations. . 
Then, after a little talk on music or an extract from a 
musical periodical that will be of interest to children, 
they are treated to a glass of lemonade, a few bonbon., 
or to fruit; and they go home greatly elated, never 
dreaming that they have been working, but with their 
inlerest'active and their ambition stimulated 
Once in three months, or at the end of the term, 
small prizes are given for the most diligent work. 
Stephen Emery’s “Foundation Studies are very 
helpful for extremely young pupils, as they are slowly 
nrnyressive and not discouraging. 
Kohler’s “Easy Exercises for Beginners,’ ’ Op. 190, are 
„ood for bright beginners and progress more rapidly. 
They can be succeeded by his “ Introduction to the 
Scales,” Op. 157, with Burgmuller, Reinecke, and Sc u 
mann’s “Album of Child Songs,” for 6tudes, in expres- 
SiNever, if you would keep a child interested, sacrifice 
its love of melody in your laudable desire for perfect 
technique. Keep one beside the other always, and cu 
tivate the taste and heart, as well as the fingers^ 
Let the teacher consult with the parents and, if pos¬ 
sible, get them to fully agree to a thoroughly conscien¬ 
tious schedule of work, so they shall not be betrayed 
into expressions of dissatisfaction if the waltzes, polkas 
and other pieces are not so quickly forthcoming as they 
may deem necessary if unaware of vour course. J 
may also infect the pupil with the same feeling. 
IMPROVEMENT IN MATERIAL FOR STUDY. 
BY W. O. FORSYTH. 
When one thinks of thUTt army of piano students 
in this country, many with excellent talent, who are 
methodically pegging away at music every day and year 
after year, and so few, in comparison to the number that 
study, who really make an artistic success, proves to my 
mind, that there must be something radically wrong in 
the methods of teaching. There are too many teachers 
who rigidly adhere to old-fogy principles of playing the 
notes, and forcing the pupil to retain such or such a posi¬ 
tion, to the almost total exclusion of freedom or culti¬ 
vation of ease or simplicity. Nor is it the number of 
Studes which are played, or the number of exercises 
laboriously practiced, which produces a pianist but 
carefully selected materials, suitable to the pupil, an 
seeing that those are done perfectly regarding touch, 
legato, staccato, and portamento, tone, tone color, 
rhythmical and metrical accentuation, etc. Pupils should 
be taught also at the very beginning to listen carefully to 
their tones, that keys played by stronger fingers (particu¬ 
larly the thumbs) do not produce greater tones than 
those played by the weaker ones, so that eventually all 
may be equalized as regards power, as well as independ¬ 
ence When once this habit of listening to the tone 
quality is formed, it should be carried into everything 
studied-exercises, scales, pieces, etc ; every note and 
chord is carefully weighed by an artist in study and 
performance, and should be given the strictest attention 
by pupils. I venture the remark that in a few years the 
best teachers throughout the world will discard one-half 
the etudes and exercises they now use, and obtain their 
technical material from classical works which tend to 
cultivate the mind as well as the hand. For th.s pur- 
pose nothing can be better than the sonatinas of Kuhlau, 
Diabelli, Clementi, Reinecke, etc., the little preludes 
and inventions of Bach, and the ancient dance forms, 
such as the gavotte, bouree, menuet, etc., by such com¬ 
posers as Rameau, Scarlatti, Gluck, Haydn, and others, 
Heller’s and Schmitt’s fitudes, Jensen s etudes, Op. 32, 
which are useful for phrasing and extended positions, 
and, moreover, most interesting. All of the foregoing 
should be carefully analyzed, and the form shown to the 
pupil with the various cadences and half-cadences, tor 
purely finger exercises, scales, etc., there are many ex¬ 
cellent works, which will be doubtless familiar to most 
teachers, particularly excellent being Dr Mason’s two- 
finger exercises and Germer’s Technics, Op. 28. Out of 
all the great mass of studies written by Czerny, there 
are very few indeed which repay for the time spent on 
them ; they are not only dry and unmusical, but the 
technique of the piano has so changed since his time 
that only a few of those which bear directly on legato 
or staccato playing are serviceable, and some of those 
are so long that the pupil’s hands weary before the etude 
is finished. When the hand wearies, further practice 
only tends to weaken the muscles, instead of strengthen- 
i ing them, and a non-elastic hand is the result. Of 
course, what applies to one pupil will not apply to 
another with different talents and a different hand. 
Studies should be selected, and, indeed, pieces, so that 
the particular kind of playing the pupil is deficient ,n 
is brought into constant use, and thus improved and 
developed. 
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Questions anil Snsweijs. 
rour subscribers are invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one side of the paper only, and not 
with other things on the same sheet. In Iwkuy Cask THL 
Writer’s full Address must be Given, or the questions will 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer s name be printed 
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that have no general 
interest will not receive attention.] 
Ques.—1. What does sight reading as taught in the 
public schools consist of? 
2. Does the course include voice culture l 
3. What books on these subjects are there published, 
and where can I get them 7 . . , .. . 
4. In octave playing, should the fourth and faith 
fingers alternate? M- Fl H- 
Aks.—1. The scholars of the public school are taught to 
sing music at sight, and more or less of the rudiments of 
music. When music is taught successfully, the scholars 
read music as readily at sight as they can read the lessons 
in their grammar or geography. 
2. Yes, to a limited extent. It is necessary that a 
smooth and quiet tone of voice be used, that the chil¬ 
dren are not allowed to carry the chest tones too high, 
that they sing softly on the low descending passages, and 
that they never go too high, too low, sing too loud, nor 
too long at a time. Teachers vary in the amount of voice 
culture”given in their school work, as well as in the 
points taught. 
3. Consult your home book store for a list of books on 
these subjects. However, address E. J. Crane, Potsdam, 
N. Y., for a valuable pamphlet on this subject. Price 
20 cents. 
"4. Only in chromatic scale playing. Seldom are the 
fourth fingers used on the white keys. However, when 
legato is desired in slow movements, the fourth finger is 
slipped on the key held down by the fifth, thus liberating 
that finger for taking the next note legato, and vice 
versa. In chromatics, the fourth finger being the longer, 
saves an in-and-out movement of the arm, if that finger 
takes the black keys. C. W. L. 
Ques.— I am studying a piece where the figure 2 is 
over a group of two notes, the piece being in f time, thus 
making but five eighth notes in the measures where this 
occurs. What is meant by it, and how am I to play it ? 
A. R. 
Ans.—The composer gave but two notes where three 
are usually called for. Play them of even length ; a case 
where you may have to bring three against two, a sub¬ 
ject fully illustrated in recent numbers of The Etude. 
C. W. L. 
Ques.—In playing four-hand pieces, which player 
should use the pedal ? R. t. e. 
Ans.—The pedal is easier managed by the seeondo 
player. Some editions mark its use in both parts, 
leaving it to whichever player chooses to manage it. 
Where the pedal markings are not given, if the 
seeondo player has a working knowledge of harmony, 
he can use it the best. In dance music and music of 
the easier grades, the harmony of the accompaniment 
gives a hint for its use by the seeondo player. In duett 
playing the pedal is not so necessary as in solos. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Please explain the tenor clef? s. l. e. 
Ans.—The recent use of this clef in American anthem 
music makes it read the same as the treble or G clef, 
except that it places the tones one octave lower. The 
tenor clef marks the place of Middle C, just as the treble 
clef shows the place of G, or the bass clef the place of P. 
This is true of the tenor clef, no matter on which line 
or space of the staff it is found. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Is there any work describing and giving 
a critical estimate of the great compositions of the 
classic composers? o. D. w. 
Ans.—Several of them. See “ Beethoven’s Pianoforte 
Sonatas”, by Elterlein, and Beethoven’s Symphonies 
by the same author. The four books by Upton, the Stan¬ 
dard Operas, Oratorios, and Symphonies. Beethoven’s 
Symphonies, by Sir George Grove. Many classic and 
standard compositions are analyzed in “ The Musician,” 
by Ridley Prentice, in six grades. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Is there a way of playing a Glissando, such as 
is found in Weber’s Concertstiicke, without hurting the 
finger nails. e. b. 
Ans.—Yes. Do not press the keys entirely down, 
but give them only as much of a dip as will bring out the 
required amount of tone. Much depends on the angle 
you hold the finger. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Why should we use and teach the German 
fingering? L' L’ f‘ 
Ans.—Because, perhaps, eight out of every ten piano 
pupils, teachers, and players, use no other. The best 
editions of standard and classic music are fingered in 
this manner only, and it will be but a few years till its 
use will be universal. However, the so-called American 
fingering would have been better if all nations musi¬ 
cians had happened to have settled upon it, for it 
is used on the violin, minus the thumb, thus making it 
easier for those teachers and pupils who play both the 
piano and violin. G. 
LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEYE. 
Ques.—Will Mr. Van Cleve please answer through The 
Etude what a pupil who lives in a little country town 
where no good music is to be heard, can do in order to 
improve her taste and get a real pleasure in classical 
music. s- T‘ 
Ans.—Your question is that of tens of thousands of 
young minds more or less musical, or at least more or 
less music susceptible, which are scattered throughout 
the length and breadth of our land, I will not say like 
the lead colored pebble which is a stone-incrusted dia¬ 
mond, but let us better say, like ledges of excellent lime¬ 
stone, good for solid houses, or a mass of first-class 
marble which, if the informing and creating spirit of a 
sculptor should be applied to them, might become the 
magical receptacles of immortal genius. 
Your question is agood one to ask and is easily made, 
but the answer is very bard, because it would compre¬ 
hend little less than a complete treatise on music as an 
art, and music as an education. I will, however, 
formulate my answer into three propositions. First, by 
reading the best musical journals and a few good books 
and essays, find out what composers are considered 
great, and what are their characteristic compositions. 
After you have made this discovery set to work with 
dogged persistence to practice these works, whether you 
like them or not. 
If you find that Beethoven’s pathetic sonata sounds to 
you very much like a dry exercise, and only a little 
better than Cramer, persevere, persevere, persevere. If 
your numb and cold fingers cannot feel the elemental 
and volcanic fervor in those wonderful chords of the 
Grave introduction, if your ears will not convey to your 
inner consciousness the fragments of melody which are 
scattered in every direction, at the top, at the bottom 
and through all the middle portions, if your heart per¬ 
sistently and lethargically refuses to beat responses to 
Beethoven’s tropical moods, do not be discouraged, but 
keep at it. Before long you will find that little, let me 
say tunelets, three or four notes making a half measure, 
or a whole measure, or perhaps two measures, will stick 
to your ears and sing in your head like bees imprisoned 
in the cup of some honey-bearing flower, and, before 
you are well aware of it you will find that these seem¬ 
ingly monotonous and austere phrases are palpitating 
with the most vivid emotional life. That is the first and 
principal thing. 
The next thing to do is this : Tease your papa with all 
the persistency and ingenuity for which young ladies in 
their teens are famous the world over, to give you $10, 
$20 or $25 if need be, and post off to Cincinnati or 
Chicago, Boston or New York and hear a few of the 
great celebrities each season; by preference, of course, 
those who are famous in your special line, I suppose the 
pianoforte. 
In Cincinnati this past season, though I may be com¬ 
pelled to admit that it is a third-rate city as to size, 
there has been enough magnificent piano playing by 
world renowned artists to have kept the fire of enthu¬ 
siasm in the breast of any young student up to the heat 
which glass-blowers require to melt the hard s^hd they 
deal with and blow it into shapes graceful and crystal¬ 
line. 
Third, diligently beat the bushes and entrap all your 
friends, old and young, male and female, of whatever relig¬ 
ious sect, color or complexion, or previous condition of 
bondage ; tell them that music is one of the greatest of 
human interests, and compel them to sign a subscription, 
arranging the amounts from 50 cents to $5, to purchase 
tickets for a forthcoming recital. Then write to some 
man whose name you know to be already established in 
the musical world, or at least strongly recommended by 
those whose names are established, and have a recital on 
your own ground, an actual, live, bona fide recital, given 
by an artist, and if possible have a lecture with it. 
To J. B.—Your difficulty in putting the hands together 
is a simple though not unusual example of what would be 
called in scientific language “imperfect co-ordination. 
It is a curious law of our bodily and nervous make-up 
that by any act whatsoever, walking, talking, moving the 
fingers, twisting the tongue when writing, frowning 
when making a violent effort to sing a high note, twitch¬ 
ing about in one’s chair when talking with animation, in 
a word in anything which we do, whether a vital and 
necessary thing or a thing undesirable and artificial, 
repetition produces what we call “ automatism,’ that is, 
the ganglionic centres of the nerve system are a sort of 
unconscious brain, and, like the minor officers in an 
army, have certain general orders given them which 
they are empowered and required individually to divide 
up and superintend. 
Think what a wonderfully complex act it is to speak a 
sentence in your own native language. To realize this 
try to speak in a foreign language. The process when 
an Englishman learns German or French is not at all 
more complex, nor are mistakes more numerous than 
when a child born in Germany or France learns the 
same language. Only there is this marked difference: 
the child makes his ten thousand experiments in those 
early years which soon fade out of the memory, and he 
thinks that he always knew what he really learned with 
slow and painstaking effort. 
When you learn to play the piano you are learning 
to speak a new language. If you find difficulty in put¬ 
ting together two hands, think how enormous must be 
the difficulty when compelled to play three separate and 
distinct parts, as on the organ, besides registrating, and 
still more when as an orchestra director you will have 
to watch four separate clusters of instruments, each 
divided or divisible into a number of voices. 
I think your case is not susceptible of any help except 
possibly by two things. One a careful practice of the 
hands separately till absolute mechanical precision and 
automatic certainty come about, and secondly take two 
measures or four measures, or if necessary one measure 
of your piece and make a savage attack upon it. When 
you begin a certain passage, simply say, “I will go 
through it; ” mount upon the music as a masterly horse¬ 
man springs upon his steed, and determine that you will 
control it. The lion can be quelled by looking him 
straight in the eye, but if you cower and look away his 
claws and fangs are in your flesh before you have time 
to think. 
The difficulty you speak of is one I have often en¬ 
countered in my career of twenty years as teacher of the 
pianoforte, but I find it rather perplexing to overcome 
this weakness in students. If you are able to think the 
notes at all clearly you ought to be able to maker the 
various fingers do each its own separate work. Perhaps 
I might add this further suggestion: study theory oi 
music and drill yourself in the minute dissection or 
every piece, classical or modern. In that way you get 
the very highest form of intellectual enjoyment out of 
music, and in that way only can any one ever become a 
thoroughly clear interpreter. 
The pianist is often called upon to play music in 
which the melodies are woven and interwoven like 
entangled vines, as for example in the Fugue which 
closes Beethoven's Sonata, op. 110, the next to the last 
which he ever composed, for the piano. 
In order to play this Fugue one has to have four ears, for, 
while it is called a three-voice fugue there are in reality, 
much of the time, four voices, and they are so wonder¬ 
fully interwoven that a man must be able to think each 
one independently, or else a mere weltering chaos of 
confusion is produced by his performance. 
All the way from putting a plain melody against a 
simple waltz accompaniment up to playing the gigantic 
A-Flat fugue, or directing with baton the funeral march 
of Siegfried, from Wagner’s Gotterdiimerung, vast as 
the evolution may be, there is no essential difference in 
the mental process. 
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^oqmE TEACHING PIECES OP GUSTAVE 
MERKEL’S. 
BY CHARLTON SMITH. 
For a number of years, it has been a matter of wonder 
to me why the pianoforte works of Gustave Merkel do 
not receive the recognition which they so richly deserve. 
Although nearly all his compositions contain the 
essential elements of popularity, it is seldom indeed that 
one of them is seen on a programme. Teachers and the 
profession generally are either totally ignorant of the 
man or else have an indistinct idea that he was a writer 
for the pipe-organ. This is not as it should be. Merkel 
is a writer of the romatic school, whose compositions 
rank exception»> high as regards both musical and 
technical cor' ,.' There is a certain grace and charm, 
and a decided individuality about his works that is not 
easily imitated. , 
His best vein seems to be the light and dainty scherzo, 
wherein he carries one’s imagination among green fields, 
flowers, sunshine and the song of birds. And if there is 
a writer who can more vividly picture such scenes, who 
can more perfectly describe the intoxication of love and 
happiness by means of printed notes, I have never heard 
°fS; is mainly in regard to the technical side of these 
compositions that this article has to deal. A large pro¬ 
portion of them are sugar-coated finger exercises, to say 
nothing of their inner content. , . 
But the one point, par excellence, is the fact that, 
almost invariably they give an equal amount of work for 
both hands. . , . 
I feel sure my fellow teachers will be interested in a 
list of such pieces which will prove valuable in the prac¬ 
tice of eight out of every ten pupils 
Butterfly., Op. 81, No. 4., Tarantelle in A. 
minor, Op. 92. 
In the lovely month of May, Op. zo. 
Spring message, Op. 27. 
Spring song, Op. 18, No. 1. 
Stilleben, Op. 95, No. 1. 
On meadows green, Op. 82. 
&“"8> ML. >,»a». 
The°above eleven pieces offer scales and arpeggios in 
abundance for both hands, and may properly be gwemm 
the third, and fourth grades. The Rondo also offer 
wrist work for both hands and is also one of his most 
poetic conceptions. The Polonaise m E major, reqmr 
a much more finished technic; much of strength and 
dexterity in both hands. It may be given in the fifth 
sixth grades and is a very effective concert piece, 
is one Of his most important works and requires a great 
deal more than mere digital skill. In i s modulations 
and harmonic treatment, it reminds one of-was going 
say Richard Wagner, but had better say Gustaye> MeAe. 
Let me close by referring to two or three of h.s tone- 
studies-for phrasing and expression only: Love song. 
Op. 108, No. 3, is a fine thing. It is a thumb song, p 
cisely like the well-known melody in F, of Rubinstein 
and the popular 6tude of Henselt, p. o, o. , 
is fully as pleasing as either. Impromptu, Op. > • 
3, the best known of all his works, consists of rapidly re¬ 
peated chords and octaves with many extensions an 
contractions of both hands. Has a melody which 
once heard Is never forgotten. “ Twilight, Op. ii, a 
expressive andante in E, followed by a passionate presto 
in C sharp minor. Again followed by the slow plaintive 
andante, which gradually dies away into 
“ Serenade,” from the same opus, is another slow y , 
pleasing in character, and musical in con en . 
melodic work for either hand and reminds one o 
light and mandolines. 
Works of this last class are comparatively comm , 
however. “Valse,” Op. 95, No. 3, is an extremely 
pleasing exercise in scales, arpeggios and bro en sii , 
although it unfortunately does nothing for t e e 
Necessarily many pieces worthy of mention have ecu 
omitted. If this article should assist teachers to ge 
dull and indolent pupils interested (that large c ass o 
pupils who “just detest” scales and exercises), it will 
have accomplished its mission. 
THE E T IT DE. 
FOUNDATIONAL MUSIC TEACHING. 
BY SUSAN ANDREWS RIOE. 
The profession of music teaching is becoming over¬ 
crowded with incompetent teachers; those who, after a 
few years’ study, teach any one and every one who will 
pay them. No one can deny that piano playing is un¬ 
popular, and the majority of it rightly so. Poor singing 
is enjoyed, but few people care for piano solos poorly 
played. And yet, I contend the piano can be played so 
that the laity will not only tolerate it, but delight in it. 
To bring about this result, however, teachers must devote 
more thought to the subject of foundational teaching 
and less to personal advancement. The much quoted 
saying, “There’s always room at the top,” has been 
productive of much jealousy and heart burning in the 
scramble for the best places. Those who fail in ao 
complishing what they desire find a dreary sense o 
wasted time their only reward, and say music is no 
what they hoped it would be to them. Foundational 
teaching strikes a new key, and helps resolve the dis¬ 
sonance between aim and actual realization. 
To my mind, what are called the rudiments of music 
should be taught the child at the public school; then 
when he takes up the study of an instrument at twelve 
or thirteen, even fourteen years of age, he knows the 
notes on the staff, understands time values, and can sing 
simple melodies by note. The teacher can then con¬ 
centrate his skill on teaching a correct position, form¬ 
ing the taste, and the technic that is essential to good 
^Tam not an advocate of putting children to the piano 
at an earlier age than twelve. Some cases of extreme 
talent may warrant it, but in these days of Practice 
Claviers and Technicons it is entirely unnecessary. But 
as all people do not think alike on this subject, you will 
probably have to teach little tots of seven, perhaps 
younger sometimes. With so young children use only 
finger gymnastics, not the Techmcon, and always tell 
a child why; he will do twice the better work. If pos¬ 
sible, see little children fifteen minutes each day, and do 
not allow them to practice, unless supervised by some 
responsible person. Never let a mistake pass uncor- 
reeled. Insist on> thoroughness and accuracy remem¬ 
bering you are laying the foundation for the beautiful 
structure that is to be built by and by After twelve 
years, get in all the theory you can, and train the ear 
to recognize intervals. Introduce Analysis early and do 
not let a child get the idea music means nothing in par 
ticular. Play good music to the child, stimulating is 
ambition that way. v 
Now, as to the requisitions of the teacher. Through 
the fourth grade, comprising Cramer’s easier studies, a 
thorough knowledge of fundamental technic, easier 
sonatas by Mozart, Haydn, some Bach, the Inventions 
easy ones, and miscellaneous composers. Of course 
teachers differ regarding fourth grade music, but this i 
^ Youmust have a good knowledge of Theory, and be 
familiar with the names and works of the standard com¬ 
posers, and keep well informed regarding current musical 
affairs. The better general education you have, the 
higher your standing among the most intelligent people 
will become. To these requisitions must be added well- 
disciplined nerves, temper under good control, a love for 
hard work, a good stock of patience, sympathy with 
child-life, and an irreproachable character. 
Once recognizing your limitations, steadily put behind 
you all temptation to outshine your neighbor, remember¬ 
ing what you might have been, had your foundation been 
laid well. Ponder the saying of the Egyptian sage: 
Nothing is great; nothing is small; all is one. Dis¬ 
couraged you will often be. Parents will not co-operate 
with you, and insist on the child being taught to play 
pretty trash. In such cases, talk to them frankly about 
your feeling of responsibility in the matter ; if they are 
sensible people, you can win them to your way of think- 
:nB. if not, let the pupil go. Do not compromise; you 
will be the gainer in the end by your adherence to your 
own convictions. 
I can do no better in closing than to copy a portion of 
a letter a young teacher wrote me this fall: 
“It has for a great while struck me that people.who 
were not designed to shine as great lights, and yet de 
voted their lives to teaching, might find a very impor ant 
work laid out for them in teaching beginners, children 
that is for the first two or three years. There are always 
enough good teachers for those who have talent enoug 
to survive their early training; but there are ma y 
students who might have amounted to something if only 
their early training had not done them damage, which 
limited lime -4 “ lfic, 
to” top place, ■>! bring all 
energy and experience of a life-time to bear on lay ing the 
foundation for thorough musical education in tRildre , 
there would be more musicians, a more mus.ca 
phere, and fewer lives spoiled by feeling that in attempt¬ 
ing to do much they had done nothing. 
SCHERZOS. 
A New Pleasure.-A subscriber to a series of Wag¬ 
ner concerts not as 
tteVuently did, during the performance, when some 
person near him observed: ,, 
“ You do not appear to be amused. 
“ Then'why do you "Some? Why do you subscribe to 
For'the sake of the exquisite pleasure I feel when 
the concert is over.” 
Mother_How was Prof. Von Thump’s piano recital? 
Danger (a talented amateur)-Oh! it was glorious. 
He broke three strings. 
“Do vou and Miss Ransom still play duets? 
“None we vave them up. Our hands always got so 
mixed up that her mother objected.' '-Harper's Bazar. 
“ Is this song popular?” she asked of the music store 
clerk “ Well,” he answered, “lots of people sing , 
but as vet. no one is sufficiently tired of it for it to be 
what you’d call a popular song.’ — Washington Mar. 
Biggs—I'm glad to hear you playing some new pieces 
^Boggs'- No; they’re the same ones I played last 
year, only I’ve had my piano tuned. 
Mrs Gadd—The new family next door to you must be 
«. «»«>- 
» b) the W^jtbej bang » it. ' Wh,, I'v, .««. »" of 
tbem playing on it at once. 
Minister — I think we should have congregational 
| ^Organist—Then we must have a new organ. 
“Thihsyins°trument isn’t powerful enough to drown ’em.” 
Miss A —Do you like Wagner music? 
Miss B —Like it? 1 detest, it. They played some of 
it ft the concert last night, and actually we couldn t hear 
ourselves talk. Oh! it was positively outrageous. 
German Professor of Music—You must not reach- 
offer dot on de dreble. Dat vas not right 
Independent American Boy— I guess I l rt'ac^h^r 
I please on this piano. It’s not your piano , it s our 
piano. 
Manager (during rehearsal)—What was that explo- 
&WLight Comedian—'Twasn’t an explosion. The basso 
profundo dropped his voice.—Lawrence American. 
“ O mamma! ” exclaimed little Edith, after gazing in 
amazemen” at the full-blossomed head of Paderewski, 
“how I should like to have seen hiB head when it was a 
hud!”—Boston Transcript. 
There is always a moral influence associated with a 
piano. If it isn’t upright it is square. 
“Now,” said Miss Acetic, as she sat down to the 
piano, “this little thing of Liszt s will take me about 
fifteen minutes to play. Surely everybody can say all 
they have to say before I am through. —Boston Post. 
“We are organizing a piano club. Will you join?” 
“Cheerfully. What pianist do you propose to club 
first? "—Puck. 
Opera Manager (to departing spectator)—Beg pardon, 
sir, but there are two more acts. _ 
.1 yeSi I know it. That’s why I m going. —Fhegende 
Blatter. 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
“THE BEAUTIFUL IN MUSIC.’’ A contribution 
to the Revisal of Musical Aesthetics, by Da. Edward 
Hacsi.ick, Professor at the Vienna University. 
Seventh Edition, enlarged and revised, translated by 
Gustav Cohen. Novello, Ewer & Co. 
Dr. Edward Hauslick, feuilletonist of the Vienna Neue 
Freie Presse, is one of the best known and most heeded 
critics on the Continent of Europe. Among European 
musicians and critics, as well as among those English- 
speaking ones who read German, his book on “The 
Beautiful in Music” was long ago well known, for it was 
first published early in the fifties. It has been a long 
time finding its way to an English translation; but 
having met with a thoroughly competent translator in 
Mr. Cohen, it will doubtless receive a new lease of life. 
The book richly deserves it, for it is exceedingly strong 
and clear, and will inevitably stimulate thought, whether 
its doctrine prove convincing or not. 
Dr. Hauslick devotes his book mainly to a polemic 
against the current theory that Feeling is the Content of 
Music. He holds that music exists solely for its own 
sake, not for any other end, such as the expression of 
emotion. The problem of the composer, in his view, is 
simply to invent suitable themes and work them out into 
such combinations as will produce a beautiful result. 
Feeling, he thinks, is only related to music as incident 
or accident; there is no vital connection, no “causal 
’nexus," as he puts it, between music and emotion. 
This attitude, of course, puts him into direct opposi¬ 
tion to the most characteristic tendencies of musical 
development since 1830, and especially forces him to 
antagonize the theories and practices of Wagner. 
He has no difficulty in making it clear that music 
cannot express any outward ideas or objects, such as men 
and women, for example. He points out that what we 
call emotions, such as love, hate, anger, etc., are called 
forth by the relations of persons ; he insists that these 
feelings cannot be understood except as we perceive or 
imagine persons and their relations, and argues from 
these premises that music cannot express any of these 
emotions. 
There is much that is true and valuable in his discus¬ 
sion of the subject. He makes short work of the hyper¬ 
sentimentalism which must always connect a story with 
every piece of music and cannot appreciate the beauty of 
a sonata or symphony without reading into it ideas 
which never were put into it by the composer and have 
no connection with it beyond the possible suggestion of 
analogy. This is all sound enough, and strikes a needed 
blow at much so-called “interpretation.” 
The weak point of the whole argument seems to be 
the failure to perceive that emotion proper, while it is 
called forth by objects, is not only separable in thought 
from the ideas of those objects, but may be expressed 
and conveyed without any reference to them or any 
knowledge of them. Just as a man’s face and bearing 
may express hope, joy, love, hate, jealousy, etc., with¬ 
out our knowing the cause of his emotion, so may 
he express the same feelings in inarticulate tones. And 
it is by no means necessary that tones which express the 
states and movements of the sensibility shall be non¬ 
musical. Indeed, the impulse to express feeling in terms 
of the musically beautiful is all but universal, being com¬ 
mon to the savage and to the most cultivated of men. 
It can hardly be without significance that the perception 
of feeling in music is universal; and Dr. Hauslick’s 
efforts to resolve this perception into a mere sensation 
without any content of emotion in the music will proba¬ 
bly convince few thoughtful men. And his admission 
that music can express “the dynamic element” of 
emotion would seem to be fatal to his theory; for what 
he includes in this element is really nothing more nor less 
than emotion itself. What he says of “ character” in 
musical themes is equally disastrous, for character 
necessarily implies emotion. 
But, notwithstanding the inadequacy of his theory, 
the book is a very important contribution to works in 
English on sesthetics and deserves careful and thorough 
study, which it will well repay. J. C. Fii.lmore. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
This is the time of the year the on sale music is re¬ 
turned. Please remember to write your name and 
full address on the package of music returned to the pub¬ 
lisher, for without this we cannot give you credit for the 
amount returned. 
We have a very fine lot of photos of the great pianist 
Paderewski; these photos are very handsome and large, 
13 x li inches. These we will dispose of at $1.25 each, 
postpaid. There is but a limited lot to be had in this 
country and can only be had from us. 
All players and singers have been annoyed countless 
times with flying sheets of music when trying to turn a 
page in haste, and it is no uncommon thirg to get the 
pages of a piece mixed or lost. This can be remedied 
by the “E” Adhesive Tablets, which bind a large or 
small piece of music perfectly. Price 10 cts a doz. 
Have you made yourself acquainted with the epoch- 
making method of teaching—“ Mathews’ Twenty Les¬ 
sons to a Beginner on the Pianoforte ? Price, at 
retail, $1.50. This work requires study and thinking 
out on the part of the teacher for its best application. 
The present vacation is a suitable time for making out 
improved ways in your method of teaching. 
For more than half a century the music trade and the 
music teacher have been working toward a standard 
grading of difficulty in music. But there is yet no 
generally accepted standard. However, this publishing 
house has adopted a grade of from one to ten, and if our 
customers will consider this when sending orders for 
music, they can clearly indicate the difficulty of the 
pieces that they wish sent on selection. 
The fourth book of Mason’s “Touch and Technic” 
will be sent to those who have subscribed in advance of 
publication about July 15th. We had expected to have 
all copies delivered before this issue was sent out, but 
owing to unforeseen difficulties, it ha^ not been possible. 
The work is by far the most complete and yet at the same 
time the clearest and most tersely put treatise on the Art 
of Octave Playing that has ever been published in any part 
of the world, and we are confident that our patrons, upon 
examination of the work, will feel amply repaid for the 
indulgence they have shown us in awaiting the forth¬ 
coming of this work. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Landon’s “Method” is a boon to teachers, as is also the 
Presser edition of “ Heller’s Studies,” while as for The 
Etude, I simply could not do without it. 
Very truly, Floy M. Lawrence. 
I am exceedingly pleased with the new copy of “Men¬ 
delssohn’s Songs Without Words.” I think it the most 
scholarly edition I have seen. The biography, together 
with the critical notes by Mr. Cady, are alone worth the 
price of the whole work. I may add that I consider The 
Etude increasing in value and interest—an educational 
magazine in the best sense of the term. I find it very 
helpful, both to myself and pupils. W. H. May. 
I want to thank you for the delightful edition of “Men¬ 
delssohn’s Songs” and “Heller’s Studies.” It seems to me 
that you are doing a great thing for music in America by 
getting out such well-edited music for teachers. Teachers 
away from musical centres especially should appreciate 
the aid you are giving. 
The Etude is indispensable to every one who takes it. 
I never have any trouble in getting my friends to sub¬ 
scribe, and they always continue to take it. I am proud 
to think America has given such a fine thing to the 
musical world as “Touch and Technic.” 
Yours truly, Cora Stanton Brown. 
Please mail me one copy “Sefton’s Music Class 
Book” for teachers’ accounts. It is a splendid thing. 
The thousands of teachers who carry their accounts in 
some old grocery book or (mis)carry them in their heads 
should avail themselves of this neat and practical 
arrangement. W. F. Gates. 
CONCERT PROGRAMMES, 
Soiree Musicale by the Pupils of Miss Emily Stanko- 
witch, Philadelphia, Pa. 
“Husarenritt,” Spindler ; Aria, “ Elijah,” Mendels¬ 
sohn ; » Sonatine,” Op. 36 No 1, Clement. ; I would 
that my Love,” Mendelssohn; “ Spring Flowers (Vio¬ 
lin Obligato), Reinecke; a. “ Sonatine, Op 5o, Kuh- 
lau ; 6. “ Gypsy Rot. do,” Haydn ; a “The Garden of 
Sleep,” Lara: b. Daily Question/’ Meyer-Helmund; 
“Menuet,” Mozart Sckulhuff; a. Rec. and Aria, Rin- 
aldo,” Handel; b. "The Kissing Gate, Cpweji ; 
“Bright as the Bow of Promise,” Lucantom; a. Valse 
Noble,” Schumann; b. “LePapiUion, CalixaLavellee ; 
“Angels’ Serenade” (Viol.n Obligato), Braga ; Chorus, 
“ 0 Beautiful Violet,” Reinecke. 
Ladies' Musical Club, Chicago. 
Overture, “ Sommernachtstraum,” Mendelssohn ; 
“My Heart at thy Sweet Voice,” from ‘'Sampson and 
Delilah,” Saint Saens; Berceuse, Chopin ; • My Heartis 
in the Highlands,” Fesca; “0, Loving Heart, Trust 
On,” Gottschalk; Venezia e Napoli—Tarantelle, No. 6, 
Liszt; Aria “Robert! Robert!” from “ Robert le 
Diable ” Meyerbeer; Nocturne F. sharp major, 
Chopin; Scherzo Valse, Godard; Concerto G minor, 
Mendelssohn : El Desdichado (The Unfortunate) bolero, 
Saint-Saens; Variations on a theme from Beethoven 
(two pianos), Saint-Saens j Aennchen Aria from Der 
Freischuetz,” Weber; Symphonie Concertante (for two 
violins), Dancla; Goodnight, Goldbeck. 
F. C. Eahr, Richmond, Va. 
Jubel Overture, Weber; Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 
14, Liszt; Sweet Zephyr—Vocal Duet, Mozart; Kamen- 
noi-Ostrow, Rubinstein; Minuet, Hahr; Polka de la 
Rhine, Raff; Third Ballade, Chopin ; Ich Liebe Dich, 
Grieg; Winter Lullaby, De Koveu; Valse Aragonaise, 
Thome; Nocturne, Chopin; Valse, Chopin; The Iwo 
Skylarks, Leschetitzky; ’Twas April, Nevin ; Concert 
Stuck, Weber. 
Recital by James M. Tracy. 
Piano, Spinning Song, Raff; Etude, G flat (on black 
keys), Chopin; Piano—“Hark! Hark! the Lark. 
Schubert; Etude, C minor, Op. 10, No. 12, Chopm ; 
Etude, in thirds, Op. 25, No. 6, Chopin ; Etude, A flat, 
in sixths, Op. 25, No. 8, Chopin ; Menuet, G major, 
Padereweski; Berceuse, D flat, Chopin ; Sonata, R Hat, 
Op. 31, Beethoven; Allegro—Scherzo—Menuetto— 
Presto; Impromptu, A flat, Chopin; Nocturne, E flat, 
Op. 9, Chopin; Scherzo, B flat minor, Op. 31, Chopin ; 
Loges des Larmer, Schubert* Liszt; Rhapsodie, No. 2, 
Liszt. 
Evening With Mendelssohn, Given by Mrs. 0. N. 
Morrison and Pupils. 
Paper on the Childhood and Early Life of Mendels¬ 
sohn ; Duet, March of the Priests ; Song without words, 
No. 33; Paper on some Incidents of Mendelssohn s 
Boyhood; Duet, “ Spring Song ; ” Nocturne from Mid- 
summer Nights’ Dream; Duet, “I Would That My 
Love;” Paper on Mendelssohn’s Concert Pours; Song 
without words, Opus. 102 and 3 ; Paper on Mendelssohn 
as an Organist; Duet, Vivace in F; Paper on Men¬ 
delssohn as a Composer ; Song without words, No. 22 ; 
Caprice; Song without words, No. 38; Paper on Personal 
Characteristics and Death of Mendelssohn; “Wedding 
March ; ” Paper, Mendelssohn a Great Man as well as a 
Great Musician. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
WANTED.—A lady holding a certificate from Mme. 
Cappiani would like to receive a position as 
Voice Teacher in a college. South preferred. Address, 
“ E,”_care of The Etude. 
ORGANIST.—Professional Organist and Choir Mas¬ 
ter, a Thorough Musician and Teacher of Piano, 
Organ., and Theory, desires position. Best references 
and testimonials. Address, 
C. A. L., care of The Etude. 
MR. VICTOR CLODIO, a Tenor from Paris, and 
Mr. Paolo Gallico, a Pianist, at present in Berlin, 
have been engaged by Mr. Alexander Lambert for the 
New York College of Music, and will begin teaching in 
September. 
FOR SALE.—A flourishing Conservatory of Music in 
a growing Western town. Only responsible parties 
will receive notice. “ W,” Etude. 
PIANO FOR SALE.—A first-class square piano, new, 
will be sold at a great sacrifice. Address 
Etude Office. 
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Western Michigan College Conservatory 
OF MUSIC, ART, AND ORATORY, 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 
CHARLES W. LANDON, Dean. Mrs. BELLE McLEOD LEWIS. Directorof School of Oratory. 
The CHEVALIER DE KONTSKI, Director of Piano. Mrs. W. M. BRYANT, Director of Vocal Department. 
A. E. YEREX, President. 
Regular Courses for Music Pupils in all Branches of Musical Art, 
and Special Courses for Music Teachers in Mason’s New School of Touch 
aud Techuic, on Virgil’s Practice Clavier and Foundational Teaching, 
and on the Brotherhood Technicon ; in Expression and Artistic Piano 
Playing; in the New and Approved Methods in Music Teaching; in 
Vocal Culture and Methods, and in Methods of Teaching Vocal Music 
in the Public Schools. 
Frequent Lectures, fully illustrated, upon Practical Subjects for 
Music Teachers and Pupils. 
A Course on Conducting Musicales and Illustrated Musical Lectures. 
Artist, Faculty, and Pupils’ Concerts and Recitals. 
Instruction in Chorus and Choir Conducting on the Pipe and Reed 
Organ, on the Violin, Violoncello, Cornet, Flute, Guitar, Banjo, Man¬ 
dolin, and all Orchestral Instruments. 
REASONABLE PRICES. 
Good Board from $2.50 a week up. 
Mr Landon Will personally Teach the Special Pupils, and will be 
Assisted by the Chevalier de Kontski and a Superior Faculty of Teach¬ 
ers in the various divisions of the work. 
Valuable Advantages are offered to Students in Art and Elocution 
by Teachers of Successful Experience. 
THE COLLEGE 
Offers Superior Inducements to Students desiring courses in its various 
departments. 
^ Normal Course for School Teachers, Normal Course in Kindergarten 
^ Methods, Special Courses in Business, Short-Hand, and Typewriting. 
---- 
Address for Circular of Particulars, Prices, and Year Book to the 
Western MicUigan College Conservatory, Grand Rapids, MicL- 
What Paderewski Says of the Practice Clavier. 
|NSTEUMENTS rented at a dis¬ 
tance from New York, with the 
privilege of purchase. Rent ap¬ 
plied if instrument is purchased. 
Send for Rental-Purchase Plan. 
MONTREAL, February 11th,-1892. 
RSv , -.u the practice Clavier you so kindly placed at my disposal during my stay in New York, and its use has 
I have been much pleased with th technical nart of piano practice. I shall be glad to take one of your instruments 
convinced « .1 it. TZL end in.clligent student, of .He piano. 
LEAR SIRS 
The Virgil Practice Clavier Co., 
26 West Fifteenth Street, 
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MATHEWS’ POPULAR 
HISTORY OF MUSIC. 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of the process of development 
through which the Art of Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con- 
1 Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
PALMER’S 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of Musical Terms. 
3000 TERMS DEFINED. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Peek®1 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contams up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be^in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 35 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
PRACTICAL AND PLEASING. 
The Art of Pianoforte Playing 
TEACHERS’ 
POCKET METRONOME. 
SIMPLE, CONVENIENT. NEAT AND INEXPENSIVE. 
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelzel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Dances. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing. 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
w. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE ----- $l.BO. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “ Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
COURSE OF 
PIANO STUDY, 
IN TEN GRADES. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Volumes I, II, and III Now Ready. $1.00 Each Grade. 
W. S. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted mu¬ 
sicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of Etudes, 
and from them selected such as are most useful' for 
meeting every necessity in a teacher’s experience. 
Teachers will be delighted with the sterling musical and 
useful technical qualities of these etudes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
containing about thirty pages, and the studies in each 
volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
difficulty is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
simple form. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
1 Volume. ISmo. Vage* 352. Price $2.00. Beauti- 
fully printed on fine heavy paper, and handsomely 
hound with gilt top and uncut edges. 
Within this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very long his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
is confidently offered as the best popular history 
of music yet written. 
Aaa,-eS. THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. 
PALMER’S 
PIANO PRIMER. 
15th EDITION. 
Notes anil Remarks toy sucli Musicians as Dr. 
Win. Mason, Mr. Win. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc. 
It is CONCISE; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BY 
JOHN COMPOST PILLMOKE. 
Price $1.50, postpaid. 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
Address Publisher, 
Theodore Presser, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
Price $1.50, Postpaid. 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted tor 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
NEAT AND SUBSTANTIAL 
4MUSIC •> FOLIOS^ 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price 75 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa. 
FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
“On Teaching and Teaching Reform.” By A. R. Parsons and 
Constantin Sternberg....5 ct8- 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home. 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Reinecke. Translated 
by John Rehmann..25 cta- 
« Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pupil. By Aloys 
Hennes,...... 15 cts. 
“ Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,..i«c:s 
“ Method ol Study.” (For Amateurs.) By O. A. Macirore,.10 cts. 
The Five sent by 'Mail for 50 cts. 
A.ddress Publisher, 
THEO PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and 
sold only in complete sets. This new edition includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $19.00. 
Price for Index, .... $2.50. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
STUDIES IN PHRASING. 
VOL. II. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE $1.50, NET. 
A eolleetion of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. 
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
which is as practical as it is valuable. The principles 
given in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the 
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including 
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Chopin, and Rubinstein. 
THE ETUDE 
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TOUCHAND TECHNIC. 
.;. + BY DR. W7VL NmSON. + + 
JPBB0B0RB ERB88BR, 1704 Ghesfenw* Sfefee6> Philadelphia, Pa., Publisher. 
I H FOUR BOO KS : ' 
PART /.- 
PART II.- 
-The Two-Finger Exercises (School of Touch). 
-The Scales Rhythmically Treated (School of Brilliant 
Passages). 
PART III._Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated (Passage School). 
PART IV._School of Octave and Bravura Playing. 
pfice“o^eRCH $1.00. 
MASON’S TWO-FINGER EXERCISE had its origin in the old days at Wei-g 
mar—more than thirty years ago. It grew out of a suggestion of Liszt’s. Dr \ 
Mason took it up, employed it with the happiest results in his own practice and 
teaching, and in the course of thirty years’ experience as a teacher he has greatly 
developed it in various directions, until it is now 
The best, if not the only, School of Touch Technic 
KNOWN TO 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
The following subjects are treated : 
EXPLANATIONS OF TOUCH, 
THE TWO-FINGER EXERCISES, 
THE MODE OF PRACTICE, 
POSITIONS AND METHODS FOR USING THE 
FINGERS AND HANDS, Etc., 
and the Exercises themselves. The explanations are singularly clear, Dr. Mason 
bavin- taken the greatest possible pains to guard against the misapprehensions to 
which”students are liable b inking up exercises so novel and so diversified m their 
method of practice as these. ’ , „ 
In the opinion of many of the best pianists and teachers, Mason s Two-fin er 
Exercises are the most valuable contribution to Pianoforte Pedagogics made 
during the past half century. . 
MASON'S COMPLETE SCALES, artistically treated, for securing the best 
possible results in Pianoforte Technics. With Application of Rhythm, Velocity, + 
Canon, and a great variety of touches, whereby Fluency, Lightness op Runs, A 
Evenness, and Pearly Quality are Secured. - 
The first part of Mason’s Technics, which his prar cal experience as a Teacher 
led him to discover, was the fast form of the Two-fim ,r Exercise. This he adopted 
from Liszt, but modified the manner of plajpg it in such a way as made it a 
wholly new exercise. The next was the application of Rhythm to the Scales the 
immediate end sought being that of securing many repetitions, and an absorption 
of attention which to a degree conceals from careless pupils the length of time 
occupied in the practice; also leads directly to the best results through the more 
active participation of the mind. These results followed so unmistakably that this 
part of the system attracted the attention of all teachers in pos.tion to observe it. 
The first publication of these principles took place in 1863, in Mason and Hoadley s 
New Method-a work prepared by Mr. Hoadley, but declined by the publishers 
unless he could induce Dr. Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to he included 
111 "mason’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all his experience during 
more than thirty years in varying the applications of it, and in adapting it to the 
Needs of Pupils of Different Grades. 
Mason’s Sci es are the First Considerable Addition to Technics in 
this direction Slfet those of Tomaschek, of Prague, were first introduced in this 
country by Nathan Richardson, who had them from Dreyscliock. Mason s Scales 
are far moke Varied and Musically Productive than those of Toma- 
schek. The system contains sufficient variety off forms to carry a pupil Through 
His Entire Musical Education. 
T 
A 
MASON’S ARPEGGIOS contain his treatment of the Diminished Seventh 
Chord and its Fourteen Changes. These, by an ingenious device,.develop a senes of 
three hundred and sixty different arpeggios, and the manner o^ormin^hemi^so 
simple that it can he memorized by a child in a lew minutes, They arc to Uke^ 
with the hands singly, in direct and in reverse direction, and with both hands 
t°geTMs System, so Easy, so Simple, yet so Comprehensive is one of the 
best means of sharpening the Musical Perceptions ol i i n.s w n< i 
kopti invented iu Pianoforte Technics. 
It also has the advantage of Familiarizing the Pupil with Complicated 
Arpeggio Forms, and with all parts of the Keyboard, when in any other 
system he would still he occupied exclusively in elementary forms. For Manual 
Dexterity and for Musical Perception, nothing so useful as these exercises 
has ever been invented. . . „ 
Many teachers have been using them during the thirty years or more since 
Dr. Mason began to make them public. All wlio have given thorn a thorough t a 
a-ree that they are Indispensable, and that there is nothing else whatever that 
can take their place and secure equal results with So L.ttle Labor on the part of 
the PUPIL and the TEACHER. 
Mason’s Arpeggios are Treated Rhythmically, in a great variety oI ways, 
affording means of training the Perceptions of Rhythm, both in the matter 
steady reliable movement of the Pulse and Measure, and m the SUBDIVISION OH 
Pufst in many different ways. There is nothing known in Pianoforte 
Technics which can take the place of this Rhythmic Training, as lieie 
provided in Mason’s System. , « . 
The work is now Wholly New, scarcely a line of Ins lormer work being 
contained in it. , , ... ,. _ 
Numerous illustrations of the various positions ot the hand will torin one of 
the features of this work. 
Mason’s School of Octaves and Bravura Playing. 
This masterly work, which represents the ripe fruit of Dr. Mason’s long 
experience as Teacher and Artist, contains the following subjects 
1. The Principles of Octave Playing. 
2. Non-Legato Octaves. 
3. Interlocking Passages. 
4. Legato Octaves. 
5. The Pedal. (New Studies illustrating its artistic use.) 
6. Exercises in Rotations and Contractions and Expansions. 
7 Chords and Chord Playing, both Legato and Staccato. 
8. Thematic List of Studies and Pieces advisable for Octave 
Practice. 
This work is by far the most complete, and yet at the same time the clearest 
and most tersely put, treatise on the Art of Octave Playing that has ever been pub¬ 
lished in any part of the world. 
\ Elegantly illustrated by new drawings made by the eminent artist, Mr. Clnlde 
W Hassam. 
... the • ENTIRE • SERIES • OF • TOUCH • HND • TECHNIC -r 
comprises an original system for the development of a complete 
are ? An active use of tire pupil’s mind in technical work, SToS* aiTdynamic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch that lea Y A11 „f which is applied to the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
practice that secures the necessary facility and speed of ' teachers who are still dependent upon some other system of technics to add 
compositions. They are printed in separate SJ5S5 has Lwn that teachers differ greatly in their 
«uSi.^me'r.tuv: dtoZZ Semaat. L Mason', System, and tie publication in separate volume, i, intended to enable every one 
to select the particular part he desires. , . -r,Yis now s0 o-enerallv recognized by all teachers and virtuosi that every 
book original dfsoovere/.t the principle, no application of i, 
has “pJSta of the subject, representing the ripened musical eaperieno. of the distinguished author, who la a 
teacher and a virtuoso by the Grace of God. 
have never offered teachers more valuable works than these. 
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“ Philadelphia’s Leading College of Music." 
ROAD ST. 
CONSERVATORY 
OF MUSIC, 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET. 
Reopens September 5th, 1892. 
The Faculty of 30 Eminent Professors 
INCLUDES 
CILBERT R. COMBS, 
DR. HUCH A. CLARKE, 
EMIL CASTEL, 
MICHAEL J. KECRIZE, 
EDWIN ATLEE BRILL, 
JOHN W. POMMER, JR., 
ADAM JAKOB. 
The Methods Pursued in Teaching are the 
Latest, Safest, and Most Progressive. 
The Virgil Practice Clavier is 
Extensively Used. 
FHEE ADVANTAGES UlEDUALED. * APPOINTMENTS UNSURPASSED. 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED OX 
APPLICATION TO 
GILBERT R. COMBS, 
biebctoe, 
1331 SOUTH BKOAD STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
The Home School of Music, 
Mr. T. J. DAVIES, Mus. Bac., 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence in llarmony. 
Counterpoint, Canon and F..Rne, Musical FWnnud 
Orchestration. Students prepared for musical examinations 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised and 
corrected. Terms moderate. Address nlNr 
ROOMS 45 and 46, BURR BUILDINC, 
Scranton, Pa._ 
A PLACE FOR NORTHERN GIRLS TO SPEND THE WINTER 
Conservatory otnu*lc,n»rm»W^eton™ 
tdllniUe^/Mod^m^coursM^^study aild^ni^Voice- 
anTstle Tethers'!1 Use of ^e-^e/f^ec^uei^iSCarded- TeChm' 
con and Practice Clavier used. Send for circulars. 
A. In 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
Mrs Sherwood will accommodate two young ladies, as boarders in 
her famH? during the winter, who desire a thorough musical edit- 
cation^tyh the a! vantages of’a home. Address at her residence, 
288 Newbury St., Boston, Blass. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teacher of the 
ORGAN-AND - PIANOFORTE 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa- 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer. 
Lecture Recitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
Claverack College 
CONSERVATORY OR MUSIC AND ART, 
Claverack, Columbia County, N. Y. 
FREDERICK E. LAWRENCE, Musical Director. 
Courses in Piano and Voice Culture O.^an Violin, Cornet, Har¬ 
mony, Counterpoint, and Histoi y of Music. 
Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
Recitals toy distinguished artists during the year. 
Individual lessons only. Daily use of the Techmcon and Practice 
Clavier. All practice under supervision. 
Classes i ■■ Chorus Drill, Vocal Sight Reading, and 
Tonic Sol-fa. 
39tu Year opens September 19tli. 
send for illustrated catalogue. 
a. H. FLACK, A. M., President. 
SCHOOL Of MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
P Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d., College of Liberal Arta. 
Rev. S. L. Bowman, am., s.t.d.. Dean of School of Theology. 
Hbn Alexander^. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. MiUs, Dean of School of Art. 
Samuel 8. Parr. “ Normal School. 
MRS. MARY CRECORY MURRAY 
(POPIL OF WILLIAM MASON) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
“MASON METHOD OP TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students. 
w * Address, Care of The Etude. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TENOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
New York College of Music, 
128 and 130 East 58th Street. 
flUEkflrlDER LAMBERT, Director. 
JVlme. pORSCH~rDADI 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
Instructors. 
• n o tTo E. 
The New York College of Music will remain 
. i_u « rtnELn oi i 
NEW YORK CITY. 
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM, - Principal. 
THE facilities which New York offers as a residence 
for music students are well known, but the question 
of finding a suitable home is a perplexing one to those 
who come from a distance. In answer to a number of 
requests I will receive into my family a few young ladies 
as music students. . 
The course of instruction will be progressive. Conse¬ 
quently students of all grades will be admitted, but those 
desiring to fit themselves for piano teachers will be my 
preference. The school year will begin November 1st, 
1892, and will be divided into four terms of seven weeks 
each! Students will be required to remain during one 
term, but may enter at the beginning of any term. 
I shall personally direct all studies, with such assist¬ 
ance as may be needed. Harmony and musical history 
classes, weekly recitals, teaching lessons, mimical talks, 
ear training, etc., will be included in the course. A 
special feature will be the “ teaching lesson,” when stu¬ 
dents themselves will have an opportunity of giving les¬ 
sons under my superintendence. Vocal instruction will 
be under the direction of Dr. and Mrs. Carl E. Martin. 
A chaperon will accompany pupils to concerts, operas, 
etc. 
I refer by permission to Mr. William H. Sherwood, 
Chicago Conservatory, Chicago, Ill., and to all of my 
pupils; also to Rev. Cornelias B. Smith, D.D., 101 
East Sixty-ninth Street, and Rev. Charles 0. Day, Brat- 
tleboro, Vt. All applications to be made before Octo¬ 
ber 1st, 1892. 
For further particulars as to terms, special studies, 
etc., address 
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM, 
STEINWAY HALL, New York City. 
After June 1st, Brattleboro, Vermont. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
833 South 3JSth Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY MULiI,H“TS.:Sr‘"1’ 
Methods. 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
JAMES M. TRACY, 
LEIPSIO AND WEIMAR,'1869-62, 
PIANIST,TEACHER, AND WRITER. 
-TERMS:- 
$60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. $30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
address : 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chickering’s, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
W. RHYS-HERBERT, 
Mas. Bac.; Gold Medalist, 1892 5 
Teaches Harmony, Counterpoint, Etc., 
BY CORRESPONDENCE. 
Pupils prepared for Musical Examinations. Terms, Moderate. 
Address, HAZLETON, PA. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE 
-AND- 
MASON’S “TOUCH AND TECIINIC.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Music Hall,) Tuesday 
New York, j and Friday. 
„ ) Monday, Wednesday, 
141 Montague St., Brooklyn, j- xhur^ay> and Saturday. 
SUMMER SESSION. 
Root’s Training School 
for Teachers of Singing. 
GEO. F. ROOT, President. FREDERIC W. ROOT, Director. 
Teachers prepared in the following departments: 
Notation, Theory, Music Reading, 
School Music, Church Music, 
Private ami Class Voice Training, 
Solo Singing, Harmony ami Composition, 
as set forth in The Normal Musical Handbook, The Teachers’ Club, 
Root’s New Course in Voice Culture and Singing, etc. 
School in session at the Silver Lake Assembly, Wyoming Co., N.Y., 
in the summer, and at 243 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, during the 
school year. 
For circular giving full particulars of the Silver Lake School 
of Music, Languages, Oratory, etc., also Public School Teachers’ 
Retreat, address REV. WARD PLATT, Hornellsville, N. Y. 
©BERLiri, (OPLSEHV/ffGF^ IlfelSIG 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 635 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 6, and April 5. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RICE, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
n III AJC musical institute and UANA W CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUNIUS DANA, Secretary. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Practical Harmony.$2 00 
Dana’s Practical Thorodgh Bass. 1 00 
The Art of Fingering. 75 
National School for Cornet.2 50 
Progressive Studies for Violin.Each 1 00 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
